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The central question of this thesis is; “are sign languages mutually comparable with regard to their grammatical processes in the same areas of linguistic analysis?” We address this question specifically by looking at two sign languages and one specific area; that is, in practice our research question takes the following concrete form: “are the morphological and phonological processes occurring in the morphological process of compound formation in Dutch Sign Language (NGT) the same as those in American Sign Language (ASL)?” ASL has been the subject of a large amount of linguistic research in the last few decades, but this is so to a much smaller degree for NGT. Consequently, a lot more is known about the grammar of ASL than about the grammar of NGT. There are also publications on sign languages other than ASL, but ASL is arguably the best researched sign language. Our research strategy is therefore to investigate NGT compounds assuming that the processes occurring in ASL also occur in NGT, but of course we take the possibility of a different outcome into account.
One of the grammatical aspects linguistic researchers have been focusing on in ASL is the morphological process of compound formation. In spoken languages two or more words can be combined to form a compound. Examples from spoken Dutch and English are: feestmuts (party hat), schoolbord (blackboard) and ijsberenhuid (polar bear skin). The field of linguistic research which is concerned with making words, such as compound formation, in which new words are made out of existing words, is called morphology. Sometimes the original words are easily recognised in the compound and sometimes the words have undergone a change during the process of compound formation. The pronunciation of a sound can be influenced by surrounding sounds. A good example of this is the Dutch compound voetbal (football), composed of voet (foot) and bal (ball). There is a clear difference between the pronunciation of voetbal compared to the pronunciation of the two separate words voet and bal. The pronunciation of the t changes or even disappears under the influence of the adjacent b: voe[d]bal or voe[b]al. The field of research within linguistics which is concerned with sounds is called phonology. Thus, if compound formation is the process of combining words into new words, phonological processes can render the outcome of this process soundwise less transparant. Even though phonology literally means “theory of sounds”, one can also speak of phonology with respect to sign languages. In sign languages sounds are not audible, but visible. The ‘pronunciation’ of a sign is usually analysed on the basis of the following four aspects: place of articulation of the sign, the handshape during the sign, orientation of the hand palms and fingers, and finally the movement of the hands. Besides these four aspects a sign can also have a non-manual component, for example, facial expression. Research has shown that not only in spoken languages, but also in sign languages compounds can be made out of existing words. One example is groenteboer (greengrocer) in NGT, consisting of the sign for groente (vegetables) and the sign for boer (farmer). The original, single signs GROEN (green) and BOER (farmer) depicted in figure 1.1 can be recognized in the compound GROENTEBOER (greengrocer), depicted in figure 1.2.


Figure 1.1: the signs GROEN (green) and BOER (farmer) in NGT (from the dictionary of
signs Effatha Guyot Groep​[1]​) 


Figure 1.2: the sign GROENTEBOER (greengrocer) in NGT (from the dictionary of signs:




Quite a lot is known about compound formation in ASL. In 1979 Klima and Bellugi, two American linguists from the Salk Institute in California, published The Signs of Language. In this work many aspects of ASL are discussed, including grammatical processes and the structure of signs. One chapter is dedicated to compounds. Klima and Bellugi discovered that members of a compound ondergo structural changes during the compound formation process. More recent sign language linguists, such as Scott Liddell and Robert Johnson, use The Signs of Language as a starting point for their own research. They have expanded Klima and Bellugi’s theory about compound formation in ASL. Liddell and Johnson make descriptions of changes taking place during compound formation, and on the basis of these descriptions formulate rules for the compound formation process in ASL. They introduce a new notation system, through which signs can be analysed and described in a new way. We will use this notation system for our own research; this will be discussed in chapter 3.
Less is known about compounds in NGT. In 1991 De Nederlandse Gebarentaal (Dutch Sign Language), edited by Trude Schermer, was published. This book is the first overview of NGT and the Dutch Deaf culture. 15 years later, this book still functions as an important reference work. Little research has been done on compounds in NGT, but it seems that some changes occurring in compounds in ASL also occur in NGT. Schermer mentions, for example, the adjustment of the handshape of the first sign (see chapter 2 for an explanation of the handshape), to the handshape of the second sign.​[2]​ At first glance, a similar adjustment process seems to occur in both ASL and NGT. An example of this in ASL is THINK^SELF (see figure 3.4). Not enough research has been done to formulate reliable generalisations about such changes in NGT in the way done for ASL by Klima and Bellugi, and Liddell and Johnson, and this is the immediate cause for this research paper. By means of exploratory research we will try to make an initial attempt at answering our main question: are the morphological and phonological processes occurring in compound formation in NGT the same as those in ASL?
The starting point of our research is a collection of student papers that were written by second- and third-year linguistics students for the course “Linguistics and Sign Language” at the University of Utrecht during the past few years. We took this course ourselves in 2004. In this course, Liddell and Johnson’s article “American Sign Language Compound Formation Processes, Lexicalization, and Phonological Remnants” (1986) served as a guideline. The student papers just referred to are descriptions of small scale research projects, which investigate whether the compound formation rules as stated by Liddell and Johnson for ASL are also applicable to NGT. The NGT compounds analysed in the papers, originate from stories from the video series “Alle Hens aan Dek” (AHaD), produced by In de Vergulden Hand at The Hague (1994). For these video series, existing Dutch children's stories were translated into NGT and executed by native signers. Some examples of these stories are Floddertje and De Spin Sebastiaan, by the famous Dutch children’s writer Annie M.G. Schmidt. Simultaneously in the video, spoken Dutch is maintained in the form of a parallel storyteller.
Our own research is experimental. From the student papers we selected 35 NGT compounds which, on the basis of the AHaD material, are described as apparently undergoing a change during the compound formation process. An important criterion for the selection of a compound was that the change described, seemed somehow interesting for our present purposes. Our research then consisted of the following steps. First, we made detailed descriptions of these compounds to find out whether we agreed with the outcome of the student papers. For each sign we made a description of the place of articulation of the sign, the handshape during the sign, orientation of the palms and fingers, and the movement of the hands. The executions of the compound members were then compared to the executions of the same signs produced in isolation, to see if there was a difference in execution. Second, we decided to have these 35 compounds executed by native NGT signers, to find out if, like on the AHaD tapes, there was a difference in execution between the compound and the single signs. We found Dutch deaf subjects, all of them native speakers of NGT, and made video recordings. They were asked to execute these 35 compounds, and the separate parts (non-compound signs) of which the compounds are composed, in NGT. On the basis of the recordings we made new detailed descriptions of the compound and non-compound signs. This implied that we gathered the following material: detailed descriptions of the 35 compounds in NGT from the AHaD tapes and our subjects, and detailed descriptions of the separate parts of which the compounds are composed. Finally, we made a thorough analysis of this material in order to investigate our research question.
The structure of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 gives relevant information on phonology and morphology in spoken and sign languages. In chapter 3 literature about compounds in ASL and NGT is discussed. Chapter 4 gives a description of our experimental research, chapter 5 and 6 contain the results. In chapter 7 we give our interpretation of these results. In chapter 8, after a critical review, we finally answer our research question.


2.0 Phonology, morphology and compounds

In this paragraph we provide some basic information about the disciplines of phonology and morphology in spoken and in sign language. For spoken languages (2.1) most of our examples will be taken from Dutch, but a language such as English is highly similar (as are many other languages). For sign languages, we use examples from NGT.

2.1 Spoken language​[3]​ 

Phonology is the branch of linguistics that is concerned with the system of sounds in natural languages. In phonology words are regarded as a succession of speech sounds. One way of subdividing sounds is to make a distinction between sounds that create a difference in meaning and sounds that do not. The sounds b and d, for example, give words a different meaning, the word boek (book) has a different meaning than the word doek (cloth, canvas, curtain). These sounds are called phonemes. Sounds that do not create a difference in meaning, are for example the various pronunciations of the r in Dutch. These are called allophones and are all members of the same phoneme r and occur in complementary environments. They differ in their manner and place of articulation, and these differences are usually linked to certain regions. For the meaning of the word roest (rust), it does not make a difference if it is pronounced with a uvular r or a tongue-tip r.
Phonemes are subdivided into two large categories: vowels and consonants. An important similarity between spoken languages is that they all make use of consonants and vowels. These can be combined to constitute different patterns, which vary across languages. In other words: each language has its own phonology, for example: the combination [sx] (schaatsen) is possible in Dutch, but not in English. 
	Within the group of consonants a subdivision is made with regard to the way they are articulated. One articulatory criterion is the obstruction of air by the speech organs. Consonants with a relatively high degree of obstruction are called obstruents, such as p, b and t. Consonants with little obstruction are called sonorants, such as l, r and w. There is also another way of subdividing consonants, namely in voiced and voiceless. Voiced means that the vocal cords vibrate during the pronunciation of a sound, for example m and b. There is no vibration of the vocal cords during the pronunciation of voiceless sounds like s and p. The position of the consonant or vowel in a word, or in a specific environment of other sounds in a word, is of considerable influence on the pronunciation. The influence sounds exert on one other is described in phonology in the form of phonological processes.
There are several types of such phonological processes, for example: assimilation, insertion and deletion. Assimilation is a process in which certain sounds, influenced by one another, start resembling each other. An example of this is voice assimilation among obstruents. The example of voe[d]bal from our introduction is a case of this type of assimilation: the pronunciation of the t changes under the influence of the adjacent b, the voiceless t becomes a voiced d or even disappears. Also, a voiced sound can become voiceless under the influence of a voiceless sound next to it, for example dikzak (fatty) [dıksαk]. In the compound dikzak, the normally voiced z becomes a voiceless s under influence of the voiceless k. In the process of insertion a sound is added, as in the infinitive form skien (to ski), where a j is inserted between ski (ski) and the –en ending: ski[j]en, to facilitate going from one syllable to the next. Deletion is the process in which a sound is deleted, for example the deletion of the t in kast (cupboard) [kαst], when this noun becomes the diminutive kastje [kαsjə]. These processes vary across languages, in English there is hardly any voice assimilation, whereas in Dutch this is a frequently occurring phonological process. 
	The sounds of a certain language are pronounced perfectly by its native speakers. Non-native speakers often experience considerable difficulties producing certain sounds and in some cases will never be able to produce them at all. The Dutch g [x] is a good example of a sound which causes problems for non-native Dutch speakers, particularly native English speakers.

Morphology
Morphology is the branch of linguistics that is concerned with word structures: the way in which words are formed through affixation (blauw + achtig = blauwachtig) (bluish) and compounding (vlinder + tuin = vlindertuin) (butterfly garden), but also the inflection- and conjugation forms (ik kus (I kiss), hij kust (he kisses)) of a language. There are two sorts of morphemes: free and bound. Free morphemes can occur on their own as independent words, such as telefoon (telephone) and onder (under). Bound morphemes cannot occur on their own, they must be joined to a free morpheme, for example -er in schaatser (skate-skater) and –en in skien.

Affixation
There are several ways in which new words are formed in spoken Dutch, through affixation and compounding. Affixation is the formation of a new word by adding a bound morpheme to an existing word. An addition at the beginning of a word is a prefix, for example ge- put in front of the verb praat (talk) to form the noun gepraat (talking). A bound morpheme added at the end of a word is a suffix, for example –heid added to the adjective schoon (beautiful), to form the noun schoonheid (beauty). Affixation often leads to a change of word category, but not always: gewoon (usual) is an adjective, but ongewoon (unusual) is an adjective, too.
	
Compounds​[4]​ 
Another way of forming new words in spoken Dutch is compounding. A compound is made by joining two or more free morphemes, most often independently existing words. 
Words are divided into categories, content words with a lexical meaning are classified under one of the four major lexical categories:
1.	Noun (N), for example tafel (table) or paard (horse)
2.	Adjective (A), for example groot (big) or blauw (blue)
3.	Verb (V), for example werken (work) or schrijven (write)
4.	Preposition (P), for example achter (back) or tussen (between)

For every major lexical category there are compounds:
1.	N: telefoon-gids (telephone-book), garage-deur (garage-door)
2.	A: kraak-helder (crystal-clear), bitter-zoet (bitter-sweet) 
3.	V: glas-blazen (glass-blowing), vries-drogen (freeze-dry)
4.	P: voor-op (in-front-of), tussen-in (in-between)
Compounds of the type N are recursive, this means the compound formation process is able to produce words of considerable length, in fact limited only by the product’s usability. The compound bos-bessen (blue-berries) can be used to create a new compound by adding, for example, taart (pie) to make bos-bessen-taart (blue-berry-pie): this can be turned into bos-bessen-taart-smaak (blue-berry-pie-flavour).
In Dutch the ‘right-hand-head-rule’ applies, this means that the right-hand side of a compound determines its grammatical category (N, A, V, P) and gender. Examples of grammatical categories: 
	diep (A) + zee (N) = diepzee (deep sea), the compound is an N
	sneeuw (N) + wit (A) = sneeuwwit (snowwhite), the compound is an A
	stijl (N) + dansen (V) = stijldansen (ballroom dancing), the compound is a V
Examples of gender:
	de melk (the milk)+ het meisje (the maid) = het melkmeisje (the milkmaid)
	de wilg (the willow) + het bos (the forest) = het wilgenbos (the willow forest)
In Dutch it is not unusual for a compound to have a so called ‘binding phoneme’ in between two words, like the –s in auteur-s-naam (author’s name) and the –en in krant-en-wijk (newspaper round). 
Studying compounds, one needs to make sure to be dealing with actual compounds, especially distinguishing them from words combined in syntactic phrases. Compare for instance the following sentences:
1.	mag ik een zwart bóék? 
(meaning: a book with the colour black)
2.	staat hij in een zwártboek?
(meaning: a publication in which misuses are mentioned; it can have any colour)
3.	he bought a black boárd for surfing
(meaning: a surfboard with the colour black)
4.	can you write something on the bláckboard
(meaning: a board for writing on with chalk, not necessarily black)

One of the differences between 1 and 2, and 3 and 4 is stress. In Dutch and English compounds normally the first part is stressed, in phrases however, it is usually the second (final) part that bears stress. 




Just as words in spoken languages are made up of phonemes, so are signs in sign languages made up of basic elements. The first to go into this and conclude that in this respect sign languages do not basically differ from spoken languages, was Stokoe (1960). A phoneme in spoken language can reflect a difference in meaning, for example, the difference between boek (book) and doek (cloth, canvas, curtain), mentioned earlier in the beginning of paragraph 2.1. In sign language, difference in meaning is reflected by a basic element, though it is not yet possible to describe how basic elements in sign language distinguish meaning.​[6]​ 
Initially Stokoe made a distinction between three groups of basic elements that occur in a sign: place of execution, handshape and movement. Later on other researchers added two more basic elements to this: orientation of the palm and fingers and the non-manual part of the sign. The non-manual part can be the facial expression during the execution of a sign, as in the NGT sign BOOS (angry), dispayed in figure 2.1. and in the NGT sign LAAT ME KOUD (does not interest me).

		
Figure 2.1: the sign BOOS (angry) in NGT (from the dictionary of signs:
Effatha Guyot Groep) 

Figure 2.2: the sign LAAT ME KOUD (does not interest me) in NGT (from the dictionary of signs: Effatha Guyot Groep) 

Facial expression, as all the other basic elements in sign language (see below), can reflect a difference in meaning. In other words, the same sign without a certain facial expression or with a different facial expression has a different meaning. The non-manual component is not always obligatory, for example in the sign BAL the size can be expressed either by adding an oral or a manual component. The non-manual part will further be left undiscussed, in this research we will focus solely on the hands. Below, the four groups of basic elements are elaborated on. First, we will go into the notion of place, after that handshape will be discussed, followed by the orientation of the hands and fingers, and finally we will address the movement of the sign.
The first group of basic elements are those involved in place: A sign is performed in front of, above, or alongside the body, either with or without contacting the body. This space is called the signing space. Within this space an exact description can be given of the place of execution. See figure 2.1 above, the place of execution is in front of the chest, the x indicates body contact.
	The second group of basic elements are those involved in handshape: There are many different handshapes in sign language. Stokoe distinguished 19 different handshapes in ASL. Subsequent researchers have added more. The handshapes can differ in one or more aspects. In NGT the different handshapes can be subdivided into seven groups​[7]​. Every group has a certain distinctive feature: 1) fist, 2) round, open form, 3) round, closed form, 4) thumb opposite of the other fingers, 5) flat form, 6) one or two spread fingers, 7) 3 or more spread fingers. Besides these handshapes, there is a group of handshapes used for counting and fingerspelling, this group is the so called rest group. In total there are seven different groups and a rest group, an overview is given in Appendix 5. An example of the basic element handshape is the handshape C-0 in figure 2.1.
	The third element is the orientation of a sign: the orientation is the direction the palm of the hand and the fingers are pointing in during the execution of a sign. This is not about the actual direction the fingers are pointing in, but the direction in which they would point if they were to be stretched. In figure 2.1. the orientation is as follows: the direction of the palm is backwards and the fingers are pointed to the left. The direction is always specified from the point of view of the signer.
	The last basic element is movement: this is the movement of the hand(s) in the signing space. Since moving from one place to another is possible in many ways, this group contains many basic elements. These are subdivided into the direction of the movement, the possible repetition of the movement, whether or not there is contact between the hand(s) and the body, whether a sign ends abruptly or not, et cetera. Figure 2.1 shows an upward movement along the chest, repeated three times.

Morphology​[8]​
This section contains several examples of morphology in sign language, and is not an extensive discussion of all aspects of morphology. As discussed, spoken languages use affixation and compounding to form new words. In sign languages incorporation and classification are used to form new signs.
There are two sorts of incorporation: incorporation of number and of quality. A number in a sign can be indicated by a change in handshape. In the sign UUR (figure 2.3) for instance, the exact number of hours is indicated by changing the handshape in TWO. This is called incorporation of number. 

Figure 2.3: the sign UUR (hour) in NGT (from the dictionary of signs:
Effatha Guyot Groep) 

Figure 2.4: the sign TWEE (two) in NGT (from the dictionary of signs:
Effatha Guyot Groep) 

	Incorporation of quality is addition of information, for example, about the size of an object, the way in which something happens, or the intensity. By changing one or more basic elements in a sign, information is added. Example: when someone wants to express fury, the sign KWAAD is performed larger than normal, and only once, instead of several times. By changing the movement in a sign, the meaning changes.


Figure 2.5: the sign KWAAD (angry) in NGT (from the dictionary of signs:
Effatha Guyot Groep) 

Another way of adding information to a sign is classification. It concerns signs without a fixed form, in general verbs expressing a movement or an act. These signs differ in each situation, for example the sign VALLEN is different in a situation in which a man falls, than in which a book falls. For the falling book handshape B1 is used, for the falling man a V hand. It depends on the subject which handshape is used. The handshapes used in these cases are called ‘classifiers’, because these handshapes classify a certain subject. 

In the next chapter we will go further into the phonology and morphology of sign language, and discuss compounds in ASL and NGT. 






In the previous chapter we briefly described some aspects of the phonology and morphology in spoken Dutch. From this point onwards we will focus on compounds in sign language. This chapter discusses the literature on compounding in ASL and NGT that is relevant to our research, given the research strategy: we will expect the processes in NGT to be comparable to those in ASL, but the possibility of a different outcome is not precluded, if not perfectly possible. This is why the first and major part of this chapter is about compounds in ASL. At the end of this chapter we will discuss what is known about compounds in NGT, as very little is known, this part will be considerably smaller than the first part. 

3.2 Compounds in ASL

In sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 we discuss two major studies that have been of importance in the history of research on ASL, especially in the study of its morphology. The first study is the 1979 monograph The Signs of Language, by Klima and Bellugi. The second study is the 1986 article “American Sign Language compound formation processes, lexicalisation and phonological remnants” by Scott K. Liddell en Robert E. Johnson.  

3.2.1 Compounds in ASL: Klima en Bellugi

In their 1979 The Signs of Language, the American sign language researchers Klima and Bellugi, give an overview of what was known at the time about the structure of American Sign Language (ASL) concerning its phonology, morphology, syntax and psycholinguistics.
One of the topics they address is the morphological process of compound formation (pp. 198-224). They explain that at the start of their research, they were not sure about the existence of compounds in ASL. For this reason they started with the following questions: Assuming one can say that signs are ‘words’, does ASL provide a mechanism (grammatical process) for combining two or more signs to form a new sign that behaves like one lexical unit? And, if the answer to the first question is yes, does ASL provide the possibility of distinguishing a compound from a phrase?
	How can one arrive at answers to these two questions? Klima and Bellugi formulated four criteria on the basis of which it can be decided whether or not one can speak of compound formation in ASL. Successively, the form, the meaning, the potential morphological modifications, and the duration (temporal rhythm) of compounds are examined.
	Klima and Bellugi set out their research in the following way. Deaf researchers made lists of expressions consisting of two subsequent signs. As it is not clear at this point whether we are dealing with compounds or not, we will, for the time being, call expressions consisting of two signs a unit. An example of a unit of two signs is BLUE^SPOT. The question is whether this unit is a compound (such as English snow flake) or a phrase (such as green car). Native speakers of ASL also let on that this unit has two meanings, it can mean bruise or simply blue spot.
	Firstly, the form is examined. In the unit BLUE^SPOT (meaning: bruise), it is not possible to insert a sign between the two parts. In adding a qualification, for example DARK, BLUE^SPOT remains a unit and DARK is placed behind this unit: BLUE^SPOT^DARK. In the unit BLUE^SPOT (meaning: blue spot), it is possible to insert DARK between the two signs: BLUE DARK SPOT. This indicates that there is a two sign unit BLUE^SPOT in which the two members are grammatically attached, and one for which this is less so. This is our first indication that BLUE^SPOT (meaning: bruise) could be a compound, and BLUE^SPOT (meaning: blue spot) a phrase.
	The meaning of compound-like units is often not predictable from the parts. The meaning of the whole unit is more than the sum of meanings of the separate parts. The sign combination BLUE^SPOT (meaning: bruise) is not only used to indicate a ‘blue’ spot, but also a spot consisting of several colours (yellow, green, purple). Moreover, it is not a contradiction to add a colour to BLUE^SPOT (a yellow, blue spot).
	There are grammatical operations that apply to compound-like units and single signs, that do not apply to phrases. An example of such a grammatical operation is reduplication, implying a repetition of the sign in question. In ASL there are three forms of reduplication, each adding a different meaning: a. a series of, b. the same old thing again and again, c. regularly. An example of c. is the two-sign-unit SLEEP^SUNRISE (to oversleep). To add ‘regular’ to SLEEP^SUNRISE (to oversleep regularly), the sign must be repeated. These additions apply to single signs, but not to phrases. Klima and Bellugi apply all three additions to compound-like units of two signs and in all three cases the grammatical operations work on the whole of the two signs, just as they do on single signs. This is, of course, again an indication that the members of the unit are closely connected to one another.

Up till now everything seems to indicate that Klima and Bellugi’s first question can be answered positively: ASL provides a mechanism to combine two or more signs to form a new sign that behaves like one compound-like lexical unit. Following Klima and Bellugi, we will assume from now on, that compounds occur in ASL. The next question is whether ASL compounds, besides the fact that they behave like one lexical unit, possess more features characteristic of compounds.
	In spoken Dutch and English there is a way to distinguish phrases from compounds: they have different stress patterns, as mentioned earlier in chapter 2, section 2.1 (een zwart bóek vs. een zwártboek). Is it possible that sign languages have a system comparable to the stress system in spoken languages? 
	To answer this question, phrases and potential compounds must be accurately compared. Klima and Bellugi made video recordings of ASL speaking subjects producing sentences in ASL. These sentences contain alternately a supposed compound or a phrase. The word sequence forming the compound in one sentence reoccurs as a phrase in another sentence. Viewing these recordings, there seemed to be a difference in rhythm between the compounds and the phrases. It also seemed that the two signs in the compounds were executed closer to each other in the signing space. 
	This difference in rhythm between the compounds and the phrases is submitted to a closer examination by measuring the duration of the signs in video frames, and then comparing them. First, the number of video frames of the compounds was compared to the number of video frames of the single signs in the phrases, for example, the compound GOOD^ENOUGH consists of 38 video frames, whereas the phrase GOOD ENOUGH consists of respectively 28 and 49 video frames. After comparing several compounds and their equivalent phrases, the duration of a compound seemed to be comparable to the duration of a single/non-compound sign. Klima and Bellugi named this principle of systematic reduction of duration temporal rhythm.
	It seems that it is particularly the first sign in the compound that is subject to reduction. Also the transition between the signs seems to be reduced. Klima and Bellugi wanted to find out whether reduction systematically takes place in the first sign of the compound, or is inherent to the sign itself. They compared compounds in which the same sign occurs twice, in different positions, once in the first position and once in the second position: BED^SOFT and SOFT^FOOD. In SOFT^FOOD there was a reduction of SOFT, whereas in BED^SOFT there was no visible reduction of SOFT. The reduction took place in the first position of a compound and is not inherent to the single sign SOFT itself.

3.2.2 Compounds in ASL: Liddell and Johnson

In their 1986 article “American Sign Language compound formation processes, lexicalisation and phonological remnants”, the American sign language linguists Liddell and Johnson discuss compounds in ASL, also on the basis of Klima and Bellugi’s earlier discussion crucial to this analysis. Liddell and Johnson have a hypothesis about how the form of signs should be analysed, the so-called Movement-Hold model. Signs consist of ‘movements’ and ‘holds’, which can be combined to form structures such as MHMH, HMH, et cetera. For example, the NGT sign TWEE (two) in figure 2.4 consists of one Hold. These Movement-Hold structures contain components of the sign, such as place, handshape and orientation. They present a study of ASL compounds to (a) analyse the process of compounding in this language, and (b) use compounding as a good illustration of the Movement-Hold model: according to these researchers, processes take place in the formation of compounds in ASL, in which ‘movements’ and ‘holds’ are manipulated (usually deleted via forms of reduction).
	Their model of studying sign language differs from (and can actually be seen as an extension of) an earlier model that existed before the writing of their article, this was the older Stokoe-model. Stokoe was one of the first to describe signs systematically, as discussed in chapter 2. Liddell and Johnson argue that their new model is indispensable in studying compounds in sign language, by discussing several processes that are active in compound formation.

The MH-Notation system
Stokoe’s model for describing signs, discussed in 2.2, uses for a given sign a description of the place of execution, the handshape, the orientation of the hands and fingers, and the movement. This way it seems that all these aspects happen simultaneously. Liddell and Johnson point out that this is not the case, in a sign several aspects can be executed subsequently. In this proposal they follow contemporary development in theoretical phonology and morphology in spoken language, known as ‘non-linear’ phonology and morphology. A description of the place, handshape, orientation and movement is therefore not enough, there are several places, handshapes, etc. The system Liddell and Johnson describe in their article, earlier introduced by Liddell (1984), is a phonetic notation system in which signs are described as a series of successive phonological features. Strings of phonological information are placed one after the other in segments. This way signs are not executed purely simultaneously, but also sequentially.
	Liddell and Johnson distinguish two kinds of segments: the Movement and the Hold. This distinction is made on the basis of hand activity. The hand is the major articulator and the articulatory aspects are: place, handshape, orientation and movement. In the new Movement-Hold model, a movement (Movement, M) is a period of time in which one or more articulatory aspects change. A pause (Hold, H) is a period of time in which all articulatory aspects remain in a steady state, no movement takes place (figure 3.1).
A movement (M) consists of a beginning, a transition (the actual movement) and an end, and has two articulatory bundles (beginning and end), a Hold has one, because the starting point and the end are identical. As an example, consider the ASL sign KNOW in figure 3.1. All signs consist of M- and/ or H-segments, MH is very common in ASL, just as: H, M, MHMH and HMH, more unusual are: MMH and HMHMH (figure 3.3). 
















Figure 3.2: schematic representation of the sign KNOW in ASL (from Liddell & Johnson (1986), p. 450) 

Figure 3.2 illustrates how a sign is described using the MH-system. This sign consists of two segments, which are (in this case) M followed by H, which contain general information about the type of segment (M or H)​[9]​. The boxes below the segments contain the articulatory information, such as the location, handshape and the orientation.
	As discussed above, the M has two articulatory bundles, this is because a movement (M) has a beginning and an end and both are described. In figure 3.2 the second articulatory bundle of M is shared with that of the H. This means that the movement ends with a hold. An H does not have a separate beginning and an end, because no change takes place, and therefore only has one articulatory bundle.












Figure 3.3: common sign types in ASL (from Liddell & Johnson (1986), p. 452) 

The MH-model applied
Liddell and Johnson adopt Klima and Bellugi’s (1979) idea that ASL has a morphological process of compound formation. Moreover, their MH-model seemed to be very useful in describing the changes happening when two signs come together in a new compound sign word. Often these modifications are reductions, but there are other changes, too. 
As a first ASL example from their article, consider the compound THINK^SELF (use one’s own judgement), illustrated in pictures in figure 3.4, and presented schematically in figure 3.5.



















Figure 3.5: a schematic representation of the individual signs THINK and SELF, and the compound THINK^SELF (based on Liddell & Johnson (1986), p. 459) 

THINK, as well as SELF, consists of an MH, but THINK^SELF is an HMH sequence . The first segment of THINK, an M, is a fluent movement to the side of the forehead, where the hand stops. The second part is an H in contact with the forehead. SELF also consists of an MH, the hand makes a movement towards the space in front of the body and ends there with a Hold. By comparing THINK, SELF and THINK^SELF, one can see that in the compound it is not just a matter of placing the one MH after the other. The first M is deleted and  the compound starts with an H at the forehead, the last segment of THINK. The handshape and orientation in the Hold of THINK, change by anticipating the handshape in SELF. 
There are four different types of changes when comparing the free signs THINK and SELF with the compound sign THINK^SELF: 
1.	One segment is deleted (the first M of THINK). 
2.	One articulatory bundle is deleted (the M-bundle of THINK).
3.	The remaining segments and bundles have the structure of a single sign (the H of THINK together with the MH of SELF).
4.	There is less difference between some articulatory features; these differences have been ‘smoothed’.

Liddell and Johnson argue that 1, 2 and 3 are the result of the compound formation process. These structural differences distinguish compounds from non-compounds. They also assume that changes of type 4, modification of articulatory features, are adaptations that take place after the compound has entered the lexicon, they do not play an important role in the synchronic compound formation process, but are the result of adaptations in the course of time. 

The morphological and phonological processes
Liddell and Johnson subdivide the processes active in compound formation into morphological and phonological processes. The morphological rules are specific to the compound formation process: the Single Sequence Rule, the Contacting Hold Rule and the Weak Hand Anticipation Rule. The phonological rules are not specific for the compound formation process, but operate on adjacent signs in general, whether they form a compound or not. The phonological rules are: Hold Deletion, Movement Epenthesis and Weak Hand Assimilation. In the following, both types of rules will be discussed.

The morphological rules
Two rules that cause structural changes during the formation of a compound are the Single Sequence Rule and the Contacting Hold Rule. The Single Sequence Rule operates on signs with an underlying structure of two identical MH’s. The repetition disappears, regardless of the position of the identical MH’s in the compound (M1H2 + M1H2 -> M1H2).
An example of this can be seen in the formation of the compound GOOD^NIGHT, see figures 3.6 and 3.7. GOOD consists of HMH and NIGHT of a (repeated) MHMH; in the compound GOOD^NIGHT these seven segments are cut back to 3: HMH. The repetition of NIGHT (MHMH) is deleted. Another example is BLACK^NAME (bad reputation), this sign consists of the segments MMH, BLACK is MH and NAME MHMH. The repetition of NAME is deleted, the second part of the compound is just a simple MH. In both these examples, the deleted repetition is in the second part. This is, however, not a part of the rule, deletion of repetition can also occur in the first part of a compound. For example, when the sign SICK (MHMH) is the first sign in a compound, the Single Sequence Rule applies.
 













Figure 3.7: schematic representation of the individual signs GOOD and NIGHT, and the compound 
GOOD^NIGHT (based on Liddell & Johnson (1986), p. 462)

The second morphological rule that causes structural changes, the Contacting Hold Rule, operates on the first sign of a compound in which an H with body contact occurs. The effect of this rule is that all elements of the first sign are deleted, except the H with body contact. Again this can be seen in GOOD^NIGHT: in GOOD only the first H with body contact is preserved, see the structure in figure 3.7 above. Another example is THINK^SELF. THINK has two segments: MH, in the compound the M is deleted and the H with body contact is preserved (figures 3.4 and 3.5). 

Before we continue with the third morphological rule, some information is given on two-handed signs in NGT (Schermer, p. 74-76). Signs in sign languages can be either one- or two-handed, in NGT about 40% of the compounds is two-handed. 




Figure 3.8: the sign FIETS (bicycle) in NGT (from the dictionary of signs:
Effatha Guyot Groep) 

	In the second group of two-handed signs, the hands have different handshapes, and only one hand moves. The moving hand is called the active/ strong hand, the non-moving hand is called the passive/ weak hand. The strong hand leads the sign and the weak hand takes up a less important position. Figure 3.9 shows the NGT sign OP SLOT DRAAIEN (to lock), this is a two-handed sign in which the handshapes are different, and only one hand moves. 


Figure 3.9: the sign OP SLOT DRAAIEN (to lock) in NGT (from the dictionary of signs:
Effatha Guyot Groep)

The third group of two-handed signs contain the remaining two-handed signs that do not fit in one of the above two categories. For example signs in which both hands have the same handshape, and only one hand moves, as the NGT sign KOFFIE (coffee), see figure 3.10. 
		
Figure 3.10: the sign KOFFIE (coffee) in NGT (from the dictionary of signs:
Effatha Guyot Groep)

We will now continue to discuss the ideas for ASL compound formation, using this information on two-handed signs. 

The third morphological rule is the Weak Hand Anticipation Rule. If one member of a compound is two-handed, the weak hand is possibly subject to change. There are four possible combinations in a compound:
a.	sign one is single-handed and sign two is two-handed, 
b.	sign one is two-handed and sign two is single-handed, 
c.	both signs are two-handed and 
d.	both signs are one-handed. 
When both signs are one-handed (type d), there is no weak hand to be subject to change. In compounds in which both signs are two-handed (type c), the handshape in one sign could impose its weak handshape on the other. Compounds of type a, where sign one is single-handed and sign two is two-handed, the weak hand of the second sign anticipates during the first sign. 
An example of a compound of type a is BLACK^NAME: right from the beginning of the sign the weak hand takes its position in NAME and stays in that position during the execution of the entire compound. The entire compound now becomes two-handed. In figure 3.8 BLACK^NAME is illustrated in pictures and in figure 3.9 presented schematically. 
This is the Weak Hand Anticipation Rule: if the first sign is single-handed and the second sign two-handed, the H-segment of the weak hand starts at the beginning of the sign. In case of a Movement of the weak hand, the Movement starts during the second part of the compound, only the H is placed at the beginning of the compound. Which happens in compounds of type b, i.e. two-handed followed by one-handed, will be described in the next section. 













Figure 3.12: weak hand effects in BLACK^NAME (based on Liddell & Johnson (1986), p. 475)

The phonological rules
The first phonological rule is Movement Epenthesis. It operates at word boundaries between adjacent signs. A movement is inserted between two segments. As it is quite unusual for a sign to begin in the same place where the previous sign ended, the purpose of this movement is to move the hand from the end configuration of a segment to the beginning of the next segment. An example can be seen in the compound BLACK^NAME (MMMH), BLACK (HMH) and NAME (MHMH): BLACK ends with an H without body contact at the forehead, and NAME starts at the chest, Movement Epenthesis adds an M to go from the end of BLACK to the beginning of NAME. 
Another phonological change that operates at word boundaries in general is Hold Deletion. The H at the end of the first sign is deleted, everything else in the H-segment stays intact, the hand moves to the same position with the same handshape and orientation. This change is illustrated with the same example used for Movement Epenthesis, namely BLACK^NAME. The hand still follows the original course, but there is no H at the end of BLACK anymore. These two changes (Movement Epenthesis and Hold Deletion) often co-occur: Movement Epenthesis adds an M and Hold Deletion deletes an H. 










Figure 3.13: weak hand effects in NAME^SHINE (based on Liddell & Johnson (1986), p. 475)


3.3 Compounds in NGT

As indicated in the introduction to this chapter, very little is known about compound formation in NGT. Schermer (1991), introduced in chapter 1, is our main source of information about this subject. She discusses this in a short paragraph (pp. 94-98), and the relevant information is summarized below.
Two changes seem to occur in NGT. The first change is reduction of the duration of the first sign. For example GEBAREN (signing) incorporates two circles, but in the compound GEBAREN^CURSUS (signing course) only one remains. 
The second change is assimilation in which several basic elements (place, handshape, orientation and movement) in the first sign of the compound may adjust to the basic elements of the second sign. This may, for example, be the place where the sign is executed. The sign GOED (good) is executed in front of the body, and AVOND (evening) higher, namely at head height. In the compound GOED^AVOND (good evening) both GOED and AVOND are executed at head height. Here GOED has adjusted itself to AVOND in GOED^AVOND.

3.4 Conclusion





This chapter is an account of our experimental research towards the compound formation processes in NGT. In 4.1 we describe the goal and expectations of our research and formulate the subquestions linked to the main question. In 4.2 we give information about the subjects, the requirements they had to meet and our quest to find them. In that section we also give specific information about the subjects that eventually took part in our experiment. In 4.3 we give a detailed description of the materials we acquired and used. 4.4 is a report of the execution of the experiment, and 4.5 is an overview of the video material. In 4.6 the definitions used for the analysis are listed and we describe the transcription and analysis of the data.

4.1 Goal and expectations

The aim of our research is to find out if sign languages are mutually comparable with regard to their grammatical rules and, more specifically, whether the rules concerning compound formation occurring in ASL (chapter 3) are also applied in NGT. Our research question therefore is: are the morphological and phonological processes occurring in compound formation in Dutch sign language (NGT) the same as those found in American Sign Language? 
As a research strategy we will expect the processes in NGT to be comparable to those in ASL, but the possibility of a different outcome is not precluded, if not perfectly possible. 

We reformulate our question as the following pair of subquestions:
1.	Are there in NGT any phonological and morphological differences between the execution of a single sign and the way this sign is executed as part of a compound?
2.	Are these differences similar to those in ASL? In other words, do the phonological and morphological rules, as described by Liddell and Johnson, also occur in NGT?

In order to answer these questions, we have set up an experiment in which we make video recordings of compounds performed by native signers of NGT. These recordings will be analysed to answer our research questions. To answer the first subquestion, we compare the compounds with the single signs and the compounds among the subjects. In order to answer the second question, we make an inventory of any differences between the single signs and the compounds. We compare these findings with the morphological and phonological rules Liddell and Johnson describe for ASL. 

4.2 The subjects 

The subjects in our experiment are five native signers of NGT, who are all deaf from birth. We specifically wanted prelingually deaf subjects, for otherwise they would have acquired a spoken language before NGT and in that case NGT would not be their true mother tongue. Many older deaf people may also not have NGT as their mother tongue, for the use of sign language was prohibited before the 1970s. 
From 1880 onwards, oralism is the most dominant movement in deaf education. The goal of oralism was full integration of the deaf in hearing society, and learning to speak was an essential step towards full integration, at schools for deaf it was therefore forbidden to communicate through sign language. It was only after Stokoe (1960) discovered that sign language did not basically differ from spoken language, that deaf education gradually departed from the oral tradition. Nowadays deaf education is oriented towards Total Communication, this method utilizes all possible means to facilitate communication between the deaf and the hearing (reading, writing, speaking, lip-reading, sign language, Dutch supported by signs (NmG; see below), finger spelling and pantomime). For reasons mentioned above, our subjects were all under the age of 35 during the recordings.   
	There are several ways in which we have searched for subjects. Our sources eventually were the staff of the University of Amsterdam (three subjects), the Deaf Welfare Foundation Amsterdam (SWDA) (three subjects), and www.doof.nl (​http:​/​​/​www.doof.nl​) (one subject). Information about the linguistic situation concerning our subjects was obtained through a questionnaire, which they filled in after our experiment, to clarify their exact relationship with and command of NGT.
	We found seven people willing to participate in the experiment, of whom five were eventually considered useful for our research. Upon investigation, the remaining two participants turned out to use ‘Dutch supported by signs’ (NmG) instead of true NGT. In ‘Dutch supported by signs’, spoken Dutch is combined with signs, thereby using the grammatical structure of the spoken language. NmG is a form of communication that is used between deaf and hearing people, and generally not among deaf people themselves. The two subjects who used NmG during the experiment, indicated in the questionnaire to have acquired (possibly imperfectly) NGT at a later age. The video material of these two subjects was left aside. A third subject also indicated to have acquired NGT at a later age, but as the level of performance proved to be as high as our native signers, the results were included.
The five subjects of whom the data were considered useful for our research, were born between 1973 and 1979. The age of these subjects ranged, at the moment of the recordings, from 25 to 30. This group consisted of three men and two women, all of whom had received special education in their pre-teen years: they had either attended a deaf school or a school for the hard of hearing. They originated from different parts of the Netherlands: Groningen, Friesland, Noord-Holland and Zuid-Holland.
The fact that the subjects originate from different parts of Holland could be of influence on their lexicon. In Holland there are five institutions for the deaf, and up till the mid 20th century there was hardly any contact between these institutions. This is the reason why people from these five regions show differences in the usage of signs, these five different varieties of NGT are also referred to as ‘institutional dialects’​[10]​. Due to an increase in contact between NGT signers from the different regions, the differences between these varieties are fading. 

4.3 Framework and materials

As mentioned in the introduction, our starting point was a collection of student papers written by Utrecht University students. The student papers are short reports about small scale research projects on compounds in NGT written by second- and third-year linguistic students for the course “Linguistics and Sign Language”. The compounds mentioned in the students' reports originated from videotapes containing children's stories in NGT, known as “Alle Hens aan Dek” (AHaD), produced by In de Vergulden Hand (1994). The three AHaD tapes contain 18 stories with a total narrating time of 137 minutes. These stories are listed in Appendix nr 1. The students made descriptions of the execution of the compound signs they were able to find in some of these stories. They also tried to find out how the individual members of the compound are produced, either ‘by finding a case of that individual sign produced in isolation in the same story on the tape’, or ‘by consulting sign wordlists’​[11]​. The literature discussed in class was used for analysing the compounds. The goal of these papers was in fact highly similar to the one of this thesis, albeit on a smaller scale. From these papers a selection of compounds was made for us by our supervisor, Wim Zonneveld. Thirty potentially interesting cases were selected of which the individual members seemed to have undergone phonological changes during the process of compound formation.
	We did not literally use the information in the student papers about the compounds. Although the students all worked on the same assignment, they each had their own analyses, and therefore the results cannot just be put side by side. Besides this, some compounds were analysed more than others, as a result of which not every compound has the same amount of material available. Furthermore, we wanted to find out whether a research outside the story setting would yield the same executions of the compounds. The narrators on the AHaD tapes had probably practiced before the recordings of the stories, and this could have influenced their speech. 
These thirty compounds were rendered into NGT by our subjects in the same ‘linguistic environment’ as on the AHaD tapes, i.e. the compounds were presented in exactly the same sign sentences as they appear on the tapes. An example of this is the compound TOVEREN^DRANK​[12]​ (magic potion) in the sentence Ze is een toverdrank aan het maken (She is making a magic potion). It appears in the story De boze heks, and the sentence was contained in exactly that form in our experiment.
These sentences were printed on blank paper in a clearly visible font, point size 14 and cut into strips. These strips were 30 cm long and the width varied between 4 and 8 cm, depending on the length of the sentence. The strips formed two booklets, stapled together. In total there were three sets of two booklets, in each set the order of sentences differed. The complete list of sentences is given in Appendix 2a.
At the time of writing our research design we assumed we were going to compare the recordings of the compounds with single signs from the AHaD tapes or from sign wordlists, as the students did in the assignment discussed above. After the first day of recording, we realized this might not be such a good idea, for the compounds initially seemed to deviate from AHaD. Therefore, we decided to have our subjects perform the single signs in front of the camera. In spite of the fact that the second day of recording again (partly) took place in Amsterdam (see 4.4), we did not manage to contact the subjects who took the first recording day to perform the single signs. We therefore only have recordings of the single signs by our last two subjects.   
For those recordings we made, in addition to the sentences, cards (the same paper, font and point size as the sentences) with the separate members of the compounds printed on them. For example, for the compound HELDER^GROEN (bright green) there are two cards, one for HELDER (bright) and one for GROEN (green). A separate card for each word was used, and the cards were presented separately to eliminate the possibility of any assimilation between the signs. The words on the cards are given in Appendix 2b.
As mentioned already in 4.2, we also made a questionnaire, in order to obtain information about our subjects’ background with regard to their language development. The questionnaire is given in Appendix 3a.
	The experiment was recorded with a videoHi8 Sony camera, using a tripod. During all recordings an interpreter was present. The data were analysed using a TV set with a 40 cm screen and a VHS video recorder.

4.4 Execution of the experiment

The actual experiment was executed by four people: the two researchers, an interpreter and a subject. One researcher handled the video and made the recordings, the other one handed the booklets to the subject and read the sentences loud and clear, so that during the later analysis it would be clear which sentences were being rendered. An interpreter was present to make sure the communication between the researchers and the deaf subject was effective. The camera was situated right in front of the subject at a distance of approximately three metres. One researcher was situated behind the camera to make sure the camera worked properly, but also to give the subjects the reassuring idea of having a conversation with someone instead of talking to a camera. The research was conducted in the summer of 2004 in two days, one day in Amsterdam and one day in Amsterdam and Utrecht. All recordings took place at the subjects’ workplace. We had two different interpreters to our disposal, both students at The Hogeschool Utrecht in their final year of their training in the ‘NGT interpreter’ programme.
	The standard procedure of the test ran as follows. First the subject filled out the questionnaire. This took roughly five minutes. After that he/she took place on a chair in front of the camera. With the help of the interpreter we explained our subjects what we expected them to do. The subject was handed two booklets which contained the sentences that had to be performed in NGT. We mentioned that these stories were children’s stories from AHaD, for sometimes the sentences proved difficult to render or seemed out of context. For any given subject, the execution of the sentences one by one and having them recorded on tape, took approximately 10-15 minutes. Most of our subjects were very much curious for the topic of our research; this was not revealed until after the recording however, because obviously this could have affected the results. Besides rendering the sentences with the compounds, two of our subjects were asked to execute the separate words on the cards (mentioned in 4.3); this was also recorded on video.

4.5 Analysis of the video material

By executing the experiment we obtained the following data: one video tape containing the renderings of the Dutch sentences in NGT by our five subjects, one video tape containing the renderings of the single signs (by two subjects), and five completed questionnaires. The completed questionnaires (appendix 3b) were used to decide whether a subject meeted our criteria. In 4.2 we summarized the most important information from the questionnaires.
Given this material, our actual investigation was executed as follows. We began by examining the recordings of the compounds in search of similarities between our subjects in the execution. We then organized the compounds in similarity categories, to get a first overview of our data. The first category is called 5/5, implying that five out of five subjects performed the compound in the same or virtually the same way. The next category is 4/5 (four out of five subjects performed the compound in the same way), and the last category is 3/5 (idem for three out of five subjects). These three categories contain 13 compounds altogether. An important decision with respect to the data was to eliminate the remaining 22 compounds from consideration. 
The material of the 22 eliminated compounds is not mutually comparable because of too much variation in the execution between the subjects. Only two executions out of five are comparable, this is more the result of the difference in choice for the member signs, than of the difference in the order of the member signs in the compound. The compound kiepauto caused difficulties for all subjects, and does not even have two executions to compare. None of the subjects knew the meaning of KIEP (topple), and after explaining the meaning, they show a lot of variation in their execution. Another compound causing difficulties resulting in a large amount of variation was ontbijtlaken, the executions of this compound varied: subject 1. made the signs KOKEN (to cook) + LAKEN (tablecloth), subject 2. ETEN (to eat) + LAKEN (tablecloth), subject 3. ETEN (to eat) + OCHTEND (morning) + LAKEN (tablecloth), subject 4. ETEN (to eat) + LICHT (light) + LAKEN (tablecloth) en subject 5. ETEN (to eat )+ LAKEN (tablecloth). 
 Our subjects experienced further difficulties with the execution of certain compounds, particularly those that do not occur in everyday language, such as verdwijnpoeder, vergeetpoeder, kwaakpoeder, vissenstaart, vogelstaart, kattenstaart, puddinggooigevecht, and the aforementioned compounds kiepauto and ontbijtlaken; but also the seemingly common compounds dierenarts, vroedvrouw and telefooncel show only two comparable executions. All of these were discarded from further investigation here.
The 13 usable compounds were analysed and described in detail, followed by the analysis and description of the single signs. These descriptions were put in a table, more information on which is given in paragraph 4.6.







TOVEREN^DRANK (magic potion). 










4.6 Description of our analytic tools

The signs occurring in the video recordings for categories 5/5, 4/5, 3/5 (compounds and single signs) are divided by us into segments of the type Movement M and Hold H, in accordance with Liddell and Johnson’s model (chapter 3). For each segment M or H we describe the following (phonological) aspects: place of execution, handshape, orientation of the palm and fingers, and movement (as explained in chapter 2). The definitions of these and other notions used in this research paper are listed below. In these definitions we sometimes follow Liddell and Johnson, and in other cases we give our own interpretation. 
	MH-structure: each sign is divided into M- and H- segments. Every new movement in a sign is a new M-segment. Of each segment we describe its phonological information and place this in a table. These segments are roughly the same as those in figure 6 in chapter 3, but ordered vertically rather than horizontally.
	Movement (M): a period of time in which one or more articulatory aspects (like place of execution or handshape) change. This definition originates from Liddell and Johnson. This movement is primary movement, for secondary movement see below.
	Hold (H): Liddell en Johnson define a Hold as a pause: ‘a period of time in which all articulatory aspects remain in a steady state, no movement takes place’ (chapter 3). We recognize a Hold in the recordings as follows: at a certain point in a sign we interrupt the tape’s motion, and then move forward one videoframe with the ‘slow motion’ button. If there is no difference between the two frames, we call the segment a Hold.
	For Secondary Movement (sm) we follow Liddell and Johnson's definition: ‘movement of the fingers only, often repeated several times’. As soon as any movement can be detected in the wrist, we no longer consider this a secondary movement, but primary movement (see the definition of (primary) Movement above).
	The Single Sequence Rule operates, according to Liddell and Johnson, on signs with a structure of at least two identical MH-segments (repetition). When this rule is applied, the repetition in the sign disappears, regardless of the position of the identical MH’s in the compound (M1H2, M1H2 -> M1H2). We have a broader interpretation of this rule: it is applied not only to signs with at least two identical MH-segments, but also to signs with at least two identical M-segments. For the definition of the Contacting Hold Rule we follow Liddell and Johnson: it operates on the first sign of a compound in which an H with body contact occurs. The effect of this rule is that all material in the first sign member of the compound is deleted, except the H with body contact. 
	The Weak Hand Anticipation Rule operates on compounds in which the first member is single-handed and the second member two-handed. In compounds of this type the weak hand action of the second member is anticipated in the first member. The H-segment of the weak hand starts at the beginning of the compound. In case of a Movement of the weak hand, the Movement starts during the second part of the compound, only the H is placed at the beginning of the compound. As a result of this the complete compound becomes two-handed.
	Movement Epenthesis operates at word boundaries between adjacent signs. A movement is inserted between two segments, to move the hand from the end of a sign to the beginning of the next sign. Movement of the wrist is the criterion used for determining the presence of Movement Epenthesis. We indicate its presence with a ‘yes’ or a ‘no’ in the table. 
	Hold Deletion: the H at the end of the first sign is deleted, everything else in the H-segment stays intact. The hand still follows the original course of the sign, with the same handshape and orientation, only without the Hold at the end.
	Weak Hand Perseveration concerns compounds in which sign one is two-handed and sign two is single-handed. During the execution of the second part of the compound, the weak hand of the first part remains active in the end position of the first sign.
	Beginning and ending of a sign: the beginning of a sign is the moment the handshape, orientation and place of the segment are in the correct position, the movement epenthesis is the movement towards this position and is not a part of the sign itself. During the Movement Epenthesis the handshape and orientation often change, when this change comes to an end a new sign begins. A sign ends, when handshape, orientation or place changes during or after the last segment. It also turned out to be useful to look at the eye action of our subjects. We found that during the execution of a sign the subject looks into a certain direction, at the end of a sign this direction often changes.
	Repetition/ herhaling (h): if a (part of a) sign is repeated, we note this with an ‘h’ and the number of executions behind it in brackets, for example h(2x) means that the segment concerned is performed twice, thus repeated once.





















Figure 4.1: a schematic illustration of a human figure to indicate height and width.

	Handshape: we follow the common classification of NGT as discussed in chapter 2, and include an Appendix (Appendix 5) with an overview of the different handshapes. 
	Orientation of the palm of the hand: this is the direction the palm of the hand is pointed in. The direction is always from the point of view of the signer.
	Orientation of the fingers: this is the direction the fingers are pointed in were they to be stretched. The direction is always from the point of view of the signer.

All subjects are right-handed except subject 1.

Our results, in a table
The table (given in Appendix 4) shows the differences between the single signs and the compounds, and the similarities and differences among the subjects. The first column gives descriptions of the single signs, the next five columns contain the results for our five subjects. Only deviations from the single signs in column one are noted. When the execution of a sign in the compound is the same as the execution of the single sign, a hyphen is put in the column of the relevant subject. 

For each sign we included the following information: 
	Is the sign one- or two-handed?
	What is the MH-structure?
	Is there any repetition (h)?
	Is there any secondary movement (sm)?
	Is there any body contact (contact)?
	What is the place of execution (P)?
	Which handshape is used? (hs)
	What is the orientation of the palm (p)?
	What is the orientation of the fingers (fs)?
	What movement is taking place (M)?

Below are illustrations of two single signs which can form a compound (in our data), to provide an idea of how this works. In general these illustrations agree with the executions of our subjects. Below them a sample table is presented, followed by an explanation. The illustration concerns the signs BUREN (neighbour) and VROUW (woman), together forming the compound BUREN^VROUW. This compound is from the category 5/5.
		

Figure 4.2: the signs BUREN (neighbour) and VROUW (woman) in NGT (from the dictionary of signs: Effatha Guyot Groep)






H= start M: Place: breast-high; I2	Left in front of the chest; I5
Handshape: B0	-
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers forward	p to the right, fs forward 
Movement: sideways in an arch-like movement 	-
End M= H: Place: in front of the body, at breast height; I1	H7
Handshape: B0	-




Vrouw 1-handed, Hsm, subject 4	
H: Place: slant in front of the face, at neck height; G2	slant above left shoulder; G6
Handshape: Baby Open Snavel	-
Orientation: palm backwards/ to the left, fingers upwards	p backwards/ to the right
Secondary movement: Open snavel becomes Dichte Snavel (2x)	2x
	
	
Sign at the end of the sentence?	No
Comments	

The example given here is that of the compound BUREN^VROUW (woman neighbour), for subject 1 consisting of BUREN (neighbour) and VROUW (woman). In the first column the two single signs are described. First BUREN: this sign is one-handed and consists of the three segments HMH. The first segment H is made breast-high, position I2, with the handshape B0. The orientation of the palm (p) is to the left and the fingers (fs) point straight forward. The second segment is an M, the starting point is the same as the position of the H and is therefore not repeated in the chart. The hand moves (M) simultaneously upwards and outwards, away from the body. The end position of the M is the same as the position of the end H (end M= H): at breast height, position I1. The handshape used is B0, the palm is pointed to the left and the fingers are pointed straight forward.
Next, we compare the second column, containing the description of the compound by subject number one, with the first column. In this case the compound consists of the segments HMH+Hsm: four segments, of which the last an H with secondary movement. The part BUREN consists of the first three segments: HMH. The place of execution deviates and is therefore described: left in front of the chest, position I5. The handshape is indentical, indicated by a hyphen. The orientation differs, but this is because subject number one is left-handed. As a result of this, the palm is pointed to the right and the fingers are pointed straight forward. The movement is the same, again indicated by a hyphen. The end position of the M, also the position of the H, deviates and is described as H7. The handshape is the same as in the first column, and the orientation of the palm and fingers is again the other way round and is listed.


5.0 Results compound versus single signs

In this section we discuss the first part of the results of our research. In the sections 5.1.1 to 5.1.13 we give our analyses of the 13 compounds. In paragraph 5.2 we compare these 13 analyses. 

5.1 Results of the first subquestion

To answer the first subquestion: ‘Are there in NGT any phonological and morphological differences between the execution of a single sign and the way this sign is executed as part of a compound?’, we went about in the following way. 
We compare the executions of the compounds among the subjects, and search for the consensus, a ‘standard execution’. We present the consensus execution in a table next to the description of the single sign, in order to make a comparison between the two. By using a ‘standard execution’, we try to organize the material and determine the subtle and less subtle differences in our subjects’ executions of the compounds. 





The left column of the table below gives the descriptions of the single signs BAD en KAMER, the right column gives the consensus of the compound. For the description in the right column, there are three different options:
1. When at least three out of five subjects (in case of the category 5/5) have identical executions of a compound’s basic element (place, handshape, orientation), and this is identical to the basic element of the single sign, this is indicated with a hyphen. 
Example: The end position of BAD is I4 for at least three subjects.  
2. When at least three out of five subjects have identical executions of a basic element, but not the same as in the single sign, a description of this basic element is given in the second column.
Example: The starting position of BAD is I4 for the subjects, and I3 for the single sign.  
3. If fewer than three subjects have identical executions of a basic element, this is indicated with variation.
Example: the movement in KAMER has fewer than three identical executions.



















Start M: Place: at breast height, contact;  I3	I4 (example 2)
Handshape: S	- 
Orientation: palm backwards, fingers to the left/ upwards	-
Movement: a little up and then down again ( 2,5x)	Down and then up again 
End M: Place: at breast height, contact; I4	- (example 1)
Handshape: S	-
Orientation: palm backwards, fingers to the left	-
	
Kamer 1-handed, Mh(2x)	
Start M: Place: right in front of the chest; H4	Variation
Handshape: 5	-
Orientation: palm downwards, fingers forward	-
Movement: horizontal circle clockwise	Variation (example 3)
End M: Place: in front of the chest; I3	Variation
Handshape: 5	-
Orientation: palm downwards, fingers forward	-

According to the data in the right column of the table above, the consensus execution deviates from the single sign BAD, but there is no mutual variation in that part of the compound. KAMER, on the other hand,  does show mutual variation, namely in the place at the beginning and the end of the sign, and in the movement. The number of executions of KAMER also varies among the subjects.  

Mutual similarities (consensus)
The MH-structure of the consensus is Mh(1,5x)+Mh. Place, handshape and orientation at the beginning, and place at the end of BAD, is the same for all subjects. At the beginning of KAMER, handshape and orientation are identical for all subjects, the same holds for place at the end of KAMER

Comparison consensus and single signs
The structure of the consensus is Mh+Mh, and agrees with the structure of the single signs BAD and KAMER, both consisting of an Mh. There is a difference in the number of executions though: the single sign BAD is performed 2,5x (by repetition) in the consensus this is 1,5x. 
The place at the beginning of BAD is in the consensus in the middle (I4) and in the single sign more to the right (I3), handshape and orientation are identical in consensus and single sign. The movement differs: in the consensus the hand moves down first, and then up, whereas in the single sign this is exactly the other way round. At the end of BAD, the consensus and the single sign show the same place, handshape and orientation.  
At the beginning of KAMER, there are no differences in handshape and orientation between the consensus and the single sign, the same holds for the end of KAMER. 

Mutual variation
The number of executions of KAMER varies between the subjects: one subject 3x, one 2x, one 1,5x and two subjects 1x. Not only does the number of executions differ, also the size and the direction of the movement (clockwise/ anticlockwise).The beginning of KAMER shows mutual variation in place and movement. The end of KAMER only differs in place between the subjects. 

Comparison mutual variation and single signs
The number of executions of the movement in KAMER has decreased for four out of five subjects, compared to the single sign. The place at the beginning of KAMER is different for practically all subjects, one agrees with the single sign. The movement in the single sign is a horizontal circle clockwise, all subjects make horizontal circles, but they vary in size and direction. For none of the subjects, the place at the end of KAMER is identical to the single sign. 














H= Start M: Place: in front of the right shoulder; I2	H2
Handshape: B0	-
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers forward	-
Movement: arch-like movement upwards and outwards	Variation
End M= H: Place: next to the body, breast-high; I1	Variation
Handshape: B0	-
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers forward	-
	
Man 1-handed, Hsm	
H: Place: on the right-hand side of the forehead; B2	C2
Handshape: Open Snavel	-
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers upwards	-
Secondary movement: Open Snavel becomes Dichte Snavel	Hsm ‘variation’

A few elements in the consensus of BUREN^MAN deviate from the single sign. There is mutual variation in the MH-structure, and in the part BUREN there is mutual variation in the movement and the place at the end. In the second part of the compound there is no variation among the subjects.  

Mutual similarities (consensus)
At the beginning of BUREN, place, handshape and orientation are identical, and at the end of BUREN, only handshape and orientation. At the beginning of MAN, three out of five subjects show identical place, handshape and orientation. 

Comparison consensus and single signs
The place of execution at the beginning of both BUREN and MAN is higher in the consensus than in the single sign. At the beginning and the end of BUREN, handshape and orientation are the same for both the consensus and the single sign. The handshape and orientation at the beginning of MAN is the same in the consensus as in the single sign. 

Mutual variation
The MH-structure shows variation: two subjects have M+M, two have M+Hsm and one has HMH+Hsm. For three out of five subjects MAN is an H with secondary movement, and for two subjects a Movement. Although according to the criterion (at least three identical executions) this is not considered as variation, it is a striking 
difference. BUREN shows variation in the direction of the movement, and one subject moves the hand arch-like outwards. At the end of BUREN there is mutual variation in place.   

Comparison mutual variation and single signs
The MH-structure of BUREN^MAN shows mutual variation. BUREN in the compound is performed as an M by four subjects, whereas the single sign BUREN has the structure HMH. The structure of MAN in the compound is an Hsm for three out of five subjects, and is the same as the structure of the single sign, the two other subjects have M. 
BUREN shows mutual variation in the direction of the movement, one subject makes the same arch-like movement outwards as can be seen in the single sign. At the end of BUREN the place varies, practically all executions of the compound end higher than the single sign.  






Figure 5.3: the signs  BUREN (neighbour) and VROUW (female)  in NGT (from the dictionary of signs Effatha Guyot Groep)







H= start M: Place: breast-high	H2
Handshape: B0	-
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers forward	-
Movement: arch-like upwards and outwards	-
End M= H: Place: in front of the body at breast height	Variation
Handshape: B0	Variation
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers forward	-
	
Vrouw 1-handed, Hsm	
H: Place: slant in front of the face, at neck height; G2	G1
Handshape: Baby Open Snavel	-
Orientation: palm backwards/ to the left, fingers upwards	Variation
Secondary movement: Open Snavel becomes Dichte Snavel (2x)	Hsm ‘variation’


The table shows mutual variation in the MH-structure of BUREN^VROUW. In the consensus, the place at the beginning of both BUREN and VROUW deviates from the single sign. There is also mutual variation in place and handshape at the end of BUREN, and in the orientation of VROUW. 

Mutual similarities (consensus)
At the beginning of BUREN, three out of five subjects have the same place, handshape and orientation, the movement is also identical. At the beginning of VROUW, place and handshape are mutually similar. 

Comparison consensus and single signs
The place at the beginning of BUREN is higher in the consensus, than in the single sign. Handshape and orientation at the beginning of BUREN are the same in the single sign as in the consensus, the same holds for the orientation at the end of BUREN.
The place at the beginning of VROUW is closer to the body in the single sign, than in the consensus, the handshape is the same.

Mutual variation
There is mutual variation in the MH-structure: two subjects have M+M, two have M+Hsm, and one has HMH+Hsm. These structures are identical to the structures of BUREN^MAN. Three out of five subjects perform VROUW as an Hsm,  two subjects as a Movement. Following the criterion (at least three out of five subjects identical execution) this is not considered as variation. 
At the end of BUREN, place and handshape vary among the subjects, at the beginning of VROUW, the orientation varies. 

Comparison mutual variation and single signs
Due to mutual variation, there is no consensus MH-structure. In the first part of the compound, BUREN, the Holds have disappeared. The single sign BUREN is an HMH, in the compound four out of five subjects turn BUREN into an M. Three out of five subjects perform VROUW as an Hsm, the same as the single sign, and two subjects perform VROUW as a Movement.   
At the end of BUREN, there is variation in place, all executions are higher than in the single sign. The handshape also varies, two out of five subjects use a B0, as in the single sign. 
The orientation at the beginning of VROUW shows a great deal of mutual variation, one subject has the same orientation as the single sign.  


5.1.4 OLIFANT^FEEST (elephant party)
		

Figure 5.4: the signs  OLIFANT (elephant) and FEEST (party) in NGT (from the dictionary of signs: Effatha Guyot Groep)







Start M: Place: in front of the right cheek; E3	-
Handshape: C	-
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers upwards	-
Movement: arch-like downwards and then forward	Arch-like downwards
End M: Place: low in front of the stomach; J3	H3
Handshape: C	-
Orientation: palm downwards/ to the left, fingers upwards/ to the left	Variation
	
Feest 2-handed, MH	
Start M: Place: in front of the body, at neck height; rh F3, lh F5	Variation
Handshape: F	-
Orientation: palms backwards/ inwards, fingers upwards/ inwards	-
Movement: arch-like outwards and upwards	In a straight line outwards
End M= H: Place: on both sides of the forehead, shoulder width; rh C2, lh C6	G2 en G6
Handshape: F	-
Orientation: palms forward, fingers upwards	-


The structure of the consensus of OLIFANT^FEEST is M+M, the Hold at the end of FEEST has disappeared. The consensus deviates from the single signs at the end of OLIFANT and at the beginning of FEEST, these elements show mutual variation. 

Mutual similarities (consensus)
The consensus structure is M+M. Place, handshape and orientation at the beginning of OLIFANT are mutually similar. The movement in OLIFANT is also mutually similar, and the same holds for place and handshape at the end of OLIFANT.
At the beginning of FEEST, handshape, orientation and movement is the same. The end of FEEST shows similarities in place, handshape and orientation. 

Comparison consensus and single signs
The MH-structure in the consensus is M+M, the single sign OLIFANT is an M and the single sign FEEST an MH. At the beginning of OLIFANT place, handshape and orientation are the same in the consensus as in the single sign. The movement in OLIFANT is shorter in the consensus than in the single sign, and the place at the end is higher. The handshape at the end of OLIFANT is the same as in the single sign.
 At the beginning of FEEST, handshape and orientation are identical in both consensus and single sign. The consensus differs from the single sign in its movement, in the consensus this is a straight line outwards, in the single sign this is an arch-like, outward and upward movement. At the end of FEEST, handshape and orientation are the same as in the single sign. The place at the end of FEEST  is different, the consensus ends at a lower point than the single sign.     

Mutual variation
There is mutual variation in the orientation at the end of OLIFANT. Place of execution at the beginning of FEEST also shows variation among the subjects. 

Comparison mutual variation and single signs
At the end of OLIFANT, the orientation varies, one subject has the same orientation as in the single sign, the rest of the subjects have different orientations. 
At the beginning of FEEST, place of execution varies, one subject has the same place of execution as in the single sign, three subjects start FEEST higher, and one lower. 


5.1.5 TOVEREN^BOEK (magic book) 
		










Start M1: Place: hands on both sides of the body, at shoulder height; rh H2, lh H6	rh G2, lh G6
Handshape: E1/O	-
Orientation: palms forward, fingers upwards/ outwards	Ps forward/ inwards, fs upwards
Movement: both hands make half a circle outwards, then both hands move backwards	Variation
End M1= Start M2: Place: hands on both sides of the head, at eye height; rh D2, lh D6	-
Handshape: E1	-
Orientation: palms forward, fingers upwards	-
Movement: hands make a short, forceful movement forward	Variation
End M2= H: Place: in front of the face; rh E3, lh E5	Variation
Handshape: Open Snavel Spreid	5
Orientation: palms forward, fingers upwards	Variation
	
Boek 2-handed, MH	
Start M: Place: in front of the chest; H4	-
Handshape: B0	-
Orientation: palms facing each other, fingers upwards/ forward and make contact	-
Movement: hands turn outwards and away from each other	-
End M= H: Place: in front of the chest; rh H2, lh H6	Variation
Handshape: B0	-
Orientation: palms upwards, fingers forward	Ps upwards/ backwards, fs forward/ upwards


The structure of the consensus of TOVEREN^BOEK is MM+MH, those of the single signs are MMH+MH; the consensus has lost the Hold at the end of TOVEREN. The consensus of TOVEREN shows quite a lot of variation, BOEK only varies in place at the end. 

Mutual similarities (consensus)
The structure of the consensus is MM+MH. At the beginning of TOVEREN, and at the end of the first Movement (M1), at least three out of five subjects have identical place, handshape and orientation. At the end of the second Movement (M2), only the handshape is similar.
Place, handshape and orientation at the beginning of BOEK, and the movement in BOEK are similar among the subjects. At the end of BOEK, handshape and orientation are similar.   
	
Comparison consensus and single signs
The structure of the consensus of TOVEREN^BOEK is MM+MH, those of the single signs are MMH+MH; the Hold at the end of TOVEREN has disappeared in the consensus. 
The place at the beginning of TOVEREN is slightly higher in the consensus than in the single sign, there is also a difference in orientation. 
At the end of the first M of TOVEREN, place, handshape and orientation are the same in the consensus as in the single sign. The handshape in the consensus is at the end of the second M of TOVEREN a 5, in the single sign an Open Snavel Spreid. 
At the beginning of BOEK, place, handshape and orientation are the same as in the single sign, the same holds for the movement. At the end of BOEK, handshape is the same as in the single sign, the orientation is different. 

Mutual variation
The movement in the first, as well as the second M of TOVEREN, varies among the subjects. At the end of TOVEREN, there is variation in the orientation, at the end of BOEK, the place varies.   

Comparison mutual variation and single signs
In TOVEREN there is variation in the movement of the first M. In the single sign, the first movement is half a circle outwards, in the compounds all subjects make one circle, varying in direction, size and repetition. 
There is mutual variation in the movement of the second M of TOVEREN. Two out of five subjects make the same movement as in the single sign. At the end of TOVEREN one subject has the same orientation as the single sign, the other four subjects all have different orientations. 
At the end of BOEK, there is mutual variation in place, two subjects end lower than the single sign, one ends higher, two subjects end at the same place as the single sign.  

5.1.6 TOVEREN^DRANK (magic potion)
		

Figure 5.6: the signs TOVEREN (magic) and DRANK (potion) in NGT (from the dictionary of signs Effatha Guyot Groep)







Start M1: Place: hands on both sides of the body, at shoulder height; rh H2, lh H6	-
Handshape: E1/O	Relaxed S
Orientation: palms forward, fingers upwards/ outwards	Variation
Movement: both hands make half a circle outwards, then move backwards	Variation
End M1= Start M2: Place: hands on both sides of the head at eye height; rh D2 en lh D6	Rh E3, lh E5
Handshape: S	Relaxed S
Orientation: palms forward, fingers upwards	-
Movement: hands make a short, forceful movement forward	Variation
End M2= H: Place: in front of the face; rh E3, lh E5	Variation
Handshape: Open Snavel Spreid	5
Orientation: palms forward, fingers upwards	-
	
Drank 1-handed, Movement	
Start M: Place: in front of the neck; G3	H3
Handshape: C	-
Orientation: palm to the left/ backwards, fingers to the left/ forward	-
Movement: a tilting movement backwards	-
End M: Place: E3	F3
Handshape: C	-
Orientation: palms to the left, fingers upwards	-


There is mutual variation in the MH-structure of TOVEREN^DRANK, and also in the first and second M of TOVEREN. There is no mutual variation in DRANK, the consensus bears a strong resemblance to the single sign.   

Mutual similarities (consensus)
At the beginning of TOVEREN, place and handshape are mutually identical. At the end of the first M (M1) of TOVEREN, place, handshape and orientation are the same, the end of the second M (M2) shows identical handshape and orientation. 

Comparison consensus and single signs
The place at the beginning of TOVEREN is the same for the consensus as for the single sign, the handshape is different. At the end of the first M of TOVEREN, place and handshape in the consensus differ from the single sign: the place in the single sign is higher than in the consensus, and the handshape in the single sign is an S, in the consensus a Relaxed S. The orientation at the end of the first M of TOVEREN is the same in the consensus as in the single sign. 
In the consensus of TOVEREN,  the handshape at the end of the second M is a 5, in the single sign an Open Snavel Spreid. The orientation is the same for both. The place at the beginning and at the end of BOEK, is lower in the consensus than in the single sign. 

Mutual variation
There is mutual variation in the MH-structure, all subjects have different structures: MH+MM, MM+MH, Mh(2x)MH+M, MM+M en MMH+MH. At the beginning of TOVEREN, there is variation in the orientation, there is also variation in the movement (M1+M2). The end of TOVEREN shows variation in place. 

Comparison mutual variation and single signs
The structure of TOVEREN is an MMH, DRANK is an M. All subjects have different structures voor TOVER^DRANK: MH+MM, MM+MH, Mh(2x)MH+M, MM+M en MMH+MH.  
At the beginning of TOVEREN, the orientation varies, one subject has the same orientation as the single sign, the other four subjects have different orientations.
	The movement in the first M of the single sign TOVEREN, is half a circle outwards. In the compound, all subjects make a circle, but they vary in direction, size and repetition.  
For two subjects, the movement in the second M of TOVEREN is identical to the single sign, three subjects have a different movement. For four out of five subjects, the place at the end of TOVEREN is lower than in the single sign.


The category 4/5 
In this category three identical executions make a consensus.
5.1.7 eetzaal (dining room)
		









Start M: Place: in front of the chin, F4	Variation
Handshape: Geld	-
Orientation: palm backwards, fingers upwards/ to the left	-
Movement: 2x a short movement backwards, towards the mouth	Variation
End M: Place: in front of the chin; F4	Variation
Handshape: Geld	Variation
Orientation: palm backwards, fingers upwards/ to the left	-
	
Zaal 1-handed, MH	
Start M: Place: in front of the neck; H4	Variation
Handshape: 5	Variation
Orientation: palm downwards, fingers to the left	-
Movement: horizontal circle, clockwise	Variation
End M= H: Place: I4	Variation
Handshape: 5	Variation
Orientation: palm downwards, fingers to the left	-


The right column in table 5.7 shows a lot of variation, particularly for ZAAL. The variation in the MH-structure makes it difficult to compare the subjects. Two out of four subjects have almost identical executions, but that is not enough for a consensus in this category. 

Mutual similarities (consensus)
At the beginning of ETEN, handshape and orientation are identical among the subjects, the same holds for the orientation at the end. At the beginning and at the end of ZAAL, the orientation is mutually similar.  

Comparison consensus and single signs
At the beginning of ETEN, handshape and orientation are the same in the consensus as in the single sign, this also holds for the orientation at the end of ETEN. At the beginning and at the end of ZAAL, the consensus shows the same orientation as the single sign.  

Mutual variation
There is variation in the MH-structure of EET^ZAAL, two subjects have M+M, one subject has Mh+MH, and one subject has H+Mh. For one subject, ETEN is a Hold, and therefore has no movement and no end position. The other three subjects vary in the number of movements they make, they also vary in place at the beginning of ETEN, and place and handshape at the end of ETEN.  
ZAAL shows a lot of minor differences among the subjects. All subjects start around the neck, the handshape is a 5 or a B0 hand, and the (circular) movement varies in number and direction. 
The place at the end of ZAAL is at shoulder height, either left or right. The handshape at the end of ZAAL also shows variation: two subjects have B0, one subject a 5/Hoek, and one a V hand. 

Comparison mutual variation and single signs
The MH-structure of ETEN is M, and of ZAAL MH. The structures of the compound are H+Mh, Mh+MH, and twice M+M. For three subjects ETEN is an M, of which one shows repetition, for one subject ETEN is an H. The H at the end of ZAAL has disappeared in the execution of three subjects.   
	For two subjects, the movement in ETEN is the same as in the single sign (hand moves backwards, towards mouth), one subject shows repetition. The beginning of ETEN shows a difference in place, the end of ETEN shows a difference in place and handshape.
	For all subjects, the place at the beginning of ZAAL is around the neck, two subjects use handshape B0, and two subjects a 5 hand, as in the the single sign. For two subjects, the movement in ZAAL is identical to the single sign, the other two subjects differ, they make an anti-clockwise movement instead of clockwise. 
At the end of ZAAL, the subjects show a different place and handshape than the single sign. The place is higher than in the single sign and none of the subjects have the same handshape.  

5.1.8 heldergroen (bright green)


Figure 5.8: the sign GROEN (GREEN) in NGT (from the dictionary of signs:Effatha Guyot Groep)







Start M: Place: rh I3, lh I5	In front of the chest; rh H3, lh H5
Hand shape: S	Variation
Orientation: palms downwards/ inwards, fingers upwards/ inwards	Variation
Movement: a ¾ circle upwards and outwards, both hands simultaneously	Variation
End M: Place: next to the body, at head height; rh C1, lh C7	Variation
Handshape: 5	-
Orientation: palms forward/ outwards fingers upwards	Variation
	
Groen 2-handed, Mh (2x)	
Start M: Place: in front of the neck rh H3, lh H5	-
Hand shape: U	-
Orientation: palms downwards, fingers forward/ inwards	-
Movement: fingers rh rub lengthwise over fingers lh and back	Variation
End M: Place: rh H3, lh H5; contact	-
Handshape: U	-
Orientation: palms downwards, fingers forward/ inwards	-


The MH-structure of the consensus is M+Mh, and agrees with the structure of the single signs. The table above shows a lot of variation, particularly in the first part of the compound. GROEN only shows variation in the movement. 

Mutual similarities (consensus)
Three subjects perform HELDER^GROEN as M+Mh. At the beginning of HELDER, the place is mutually similar, at the end of HELDER the handshape. At the beginning and at the end of GROEN, place, handshape and orientation are similar among the subjects. 

Comparison consensus and single signs
The single signs HELDER and GROEN have the structures M and Mh respectively. For three subjects, the MH-structure of the compound is M+Mh. The place at the beginning of HELDER is higher in the consensus than in the single sign. The handshape at the end of HELDER, and the place at the beginning and at the end of GROEN are the same in the consensus as in the single sign.   

Mutual variation
The MH-structure shows variation in the number of executions of GROEN: 7x, 1x, 1,5x and 3x. At the beginning of HELDER, handshape (O, 5, Bloem and S) and orientation vary (different for all subjects). There is also variation in the movement of HELDER, all subjects make a movement upwards and outwards, but they do this in different ways. At the end of HELDER there is mutual variation in place and orientation.
The movement in GROEN shows variation, two subjects make, during the rubbing movement of the fingers, also an up- and downward movement with the hands.   

Comparison mutual variation and single signs
There is variation in the number of executions of GROEN. The single sign is performed 2x, and the number of executions of GROEN as part of the compound, is different for all four subjects: 7x, 1x, 1.5x and 3x.   
At the beginning of HELDER, one of the subjects has the same handshape as the single sign, and none of them has the same orientation. For none of the subjects, the movement in HELDER is the same as in the single sign. At the end of HELDER, all subjects have a different place and orientation than the single sign. For one subject, the movement in GROEN is the same as in the single sign.


5.1.9 hoestdrank (cough elixir)

		
Figure 5.9: the signs HOESTEN (cough) and DRANK (elixir) in NGT (from the dictionary of signs: Effatha Guyot Groep)

Table 5.9: the signs HOESTEN and DRANK in NGT, comparison single sign and consensus
Single Signs	Consensus execution
	
Hoestdrank	M (variation in executions) + M
Hoesten 1-handed, Mh (2x)	
Start M: Place: in front of the mouth; F3	-
Handshape: S	-
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers upwards	Variation
Movement: a ‘coughing’ movement, head moves along	Variation
End M: Place: in front of the neck; H4	-
Handshape: S	-
Orientation: palm to the left/ fingers upwards	-
	
Drank  1-handed, Movement	
Start M: Place: in front of the neck; G4	-
Handshape: C	-
Orientation: palm backwards, fingers to the left	P backwards/ to the left, fs to the left/ forward
Movement: a tilting movement backwards	-
End M: Place: G3	Variation
Handshape: C	-
Orientation: palm to the left/ backwards, fingers to the left/ forward	P to the left, fs upwards


The structure of the consensus of HOESTEN^DRANK is M+M, and agrees with the single signs. The beginning of HOESTEN shows some variation in orientation and movement, but apart from that does not deviate from the single sign. The orientation at the beginning and at the end of DRANK deviates from the single sign. The end of DRANK shows variation in place.  

Mutual similarities (consensus)
For three out of four subjects, the MH-structure is M+M. At the beginning of HOESTEN, place and handshape are mutually similar. The end of HOESTEN shows the same place, handshape and orientation among the subjects. 
At the beginning of DRANK place, handshape and orientation are mutually similar, this also holds for the movement in DRANK. At the end of DRANK handshape and orientation are the same. 

Comparison consensus and single signs
The MH-structure of HOESTEN is Mh, of DRANK M. For three out of four subjects, the structure of the compound is M+M. The beginning of HOESTEN shows the same  place and handshape as in the single sign, at the end of HOESTEN place, handshape and orientation are the same as in the single sign.
	At the beginning of DRANK, place and handshape are the same as in the single sign, the orientation differs. The movement in DRANK is similar to the movement in the single sign. At the end of DRANK handshape is the same as in the single sign, the orientation is different. 

Mutual variation
The MH-structure shows variation in the number of executions of HOESTEN, one subject executes HOESTEN 3x. The orientation at the beginning of HOESTEN, and the movement in HOESTEN show variation. There is mutual variation in the movement of DRANK, and in the place at the end. 

Comparison mutual variation and single signs
In the single sign the number of executions of HOESTEN is 2x, in the compounds two subjects execute HOESTEN 1x, and one subject 3x. The beginning of HOESTEN shows variation in orientation, one subject has the same orientation as the single sign. For two subjects, the movement in HOESTEN is the same as in the single sign. 
For two subjects, the movement in DRANK is the same as the movement in the single sign. The place at the end of DRANK differs for all subjects. 





Figure 5.10: the sign SPEELGOED (toy) in NGT (from the dictionary of signs:Effatha Guyot Groep)






Start M: Place: rh H2, lh H6	-
Handshape: 5	-
Orientation:palms upwards/ towards body, fingers upwards/ outwards	Variation
Movement: 2 circular movements outwards	Variation
End M: Place: rh I2, lh I6	Breast height, shoulder width; rh H2, lh H6
Handshape: 5	-
Orientation: palms upwards/ towards body, fingers upwards/ outwards	Variation
	
Kast 2-handed, MH	
Start M: Place: in front of the face, rh E3, lh E5	Variation
Handshape: S	Variation
Orientation: palms inwards, fingers forward	Variation
Movement: hands move backwards and away from each other	Variation
End M= H: Place: on both sides of the head, rh E1, lh E7	Variation
Handshape: S	Variation
Orientation: palms backwards, fingers towards each other	Variation: for 2 subjects KAST consists of door and cupboard, for 1 only of cupboard, and for 1 only of door

The right column in table 5.10 shows a lot of variation, this is due to the fact that the second part of the compound, KAST, is performed in several ways. Two subjects consider KAST as having two Movements, the first Movement is the outline of the cupboard, the second Movement is a two-handed backward movement imitating the opening of two doors. The two other subjects both have one Movement for KAST, one subject only performs the ‘outline’ of the cupboard, and the other one only the ‘doors’. Apart from this, there are also many similarities among the executions. 

Mutual similarities (consensus)
At the beginning and at the end of SPEEL^GOED, place and handshape are the same among the subjects. KAST (imitating the opening of two doors; subjects 1,2 and 5) shows at the beginning of the executions the same handshape and orientation. KAST (the outline of the cupboard; subjects 1, 2 and 3) shows at the beginning the same handshape, also the movement is the same. Place of execution and handshape at the end are similar.

Comparison consensus and single signs
At the beginning of SPEELGOED, place and handshape are the same in the consensus as in the single sign, at the end of SPEELGOED, only the handshape is the same. The place at the end of SPEELGOED is higher in the consensus than in the single sign.
At the beginning of KAST (imitating the opening of two doors), place is higher in the single sign than in the compound, handshape is the same and orientation varies. The movement in the single sign is a straight line outwards, in the compound it is a movement outwards and upwards. 

Mutual variation
All subjects have a different MH-structure: Mh(2x)+MM, Mh(2x)+MMH, MH+MH and Mh(1,5x)+M. At the beginning and at the end of SPEELGOED, orientation varies. There is variation in the number of executions of the movement in SPEELGOED.	At the beginning of KAST (imitating the opening of two doors) the orientation and the movement vary among the subjects. At the end, place, handshape and orientation show variation. At the beginning of KAST (the outline of the cupboard) there is variation in place and orientation, at the end in handshape and orientation. 

Comparison mutual variation and single signs
The MH-structure of SPEELGOED is Mh(2x) and KAST MH. Two subjects have the same number of executions of SPEELGOED as in the single sign. At the beginning and at the end of SPEELGOED, none of the subjects have the same orientation as the single sign. 
At the beginning of KAST (imitating the opening of two doors), the orientation differs from the single sign, also the movement is different. Place of execution at the end of KAST is higher in the single than in the compounds. 

The category 3/5 




Figure 5.11: the signs BRANDWEER  and MAN in NGT (from the dictionary of signs:
Effatha Guyot Groep)

Figure 5.12: the compound sign BRANDWEER^MAN (fireman) in NGT (from the dictionary of signs: Effatha Guyot Groep)







Start M: Place: right hand at shoulder height, left hand at stomach height and makes contact with elbow of right hand; rh H2, lh J3	Rh H3, lh I3
Handshape: AS	-
Orientation: right hand: palm upwards/ backwards, fingers to the left/ upwards. Left hand: palm backwards, fingers to the right/ downwards	Rh: p upwards, fs forward. Lh: p upwards/ to the right, fs forward
Movement: right hand moves from left to right and again	Rh moves from right to left and back
End M: Place: right hand I4, left hand J3	Rh H3, lh I3
Hand shape: AS	-
Orientation: right hand: palm backwards, fingers to the left. Left hand: palm backwards, fingers to the right	Variation
	
Man 1-handed, Hsm	
H: Place: at the right-hand side of the forehead; B2	B3
Handshape: Open Snavel	-
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers upwards	-
Secondary movement: Open Snavel becomes Dichte Snavel	Hsm/M

There is mutual variation in the MH-structure of BRANDWEER^MAN, and in the orientation at the end. Apart from that there are differences between the consensus and the single sign.  

Mutual similarities (consensus)
At the beginning of BRANDWEER, place, handshape and orientation are mutually similar, as well as the movement in BRANDWEER. At the end of BRANDWEER, place and handshape are the same. At the beginning of MAN, place, handshape and orientation are the same.  

Comparison consensus and single signs
At the beginning of BRANDWEER, handshape is the same in the consensus as in the single sign. Place and orientation at the beginning of BRANDWEER deviate from the single sign. The movement in BRANDWEER is different from the movement in the single sign, they differ in direction and the number of executions.
Place at the beginning of MAN, differs from the single sign, handshape and orientation are similar. The structure of MAN is an M for two subjects, the structure of the single sign is an Hsm.

Mutual variation
There is mutual variation in the MH-structure: Mh(2x)+Hsm, M+M en M+MH. The orientation at the end of BRANDWEER differs for all subjects. 

Comparison mutual variation and single signs
The MH-structure of BRANDWEER is Mh(1,5x) and of MAN Hsm. One of the executions of BRANDWEER^MAN agrees with the single signs, but only varies in repetition. For all subjects, the orientation at the end of BRANDWEER differs from the single sign. 






Figure 5.13: the sign KEUKEN (kitchen) in NGT (from the dictionary of signs:Effatha Guyot Groep)







Start M: Place: rh I3, lh I5 	-
Handshape: 1	K
Orientation: palms backwards/ upwards, fingers forward/ upwards	Ps towards each other, fs forward/ upwards
Movement: hands move upwards and then downwards, independantly from each other	-
End M: Place: rh I3, lh H5	-
Handshape:  1	K
Orientation: palms backwards/ upwards, fingers forward/ upwards	-
	
Vloer 1-handed, MH	2-handed
Start M: Place: I5	Start M: P: at breast height, rh H3, lh H5
Handshape: 5-hand	Hoek
Orientation: palm downwards, fingers to the left	Ps towards each other, fs upwards
Movement: a straight line forward/ to the right	Rh in a straight line forward
End M= H: Place: I1	End M: P: rh now further in front of the lh; rh H3, lh H5
Handshape: 5-hand	Hoek
Orientation: palm downwards, fingers forward	Ps towards each other, fs upwards

The only only mutual variation is to be found in the MH-structure. There are many differences between the consensus and the single sign though, particularly in VLOER. 

Mutual similarities (consensus)
KEUKEN^VLOER shows no mutual variation, the basic elements are the same for all subjects. 
Comparison consensus and single signs
At the beginning of KEUKEN, place is the same in the consensus as in the single sign, this also holds for the movement in KEUKEN. At the end of KEUKEN,  place and orientation are the same as in the single sign.
The execution of VLOER is the same for all subjects, but shows no similarities with the single sign. 

Mutual variation
The MH-structure shows mutual variation: HM+M,M+M en M+MH. 

Comparison mutual variation and single signs
The MH-structure of KEUKEN is Mh(2x) and of VLOER MH, the structures of the compounds are HM+M,M+M en M+MH. One structure agrees with the single signs, only without the repetition. At the beginning of KEUKEN one subject ads a Hold, at the end of VLOER one subject deletes a Hold. 

5.1.13 lichtknop (light switch)











Start M: Place: E2	Variation
Handshape: AS	-
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers  forward/ upwards	-
Movement: upwards and then down again	Hand makes a bouncy movement upwards, downwards and back again
End M: Place: E2	Variation
Handshape: AS	-
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers forward/ upwards	-
	
Licht 1-handed, MH-structuur	
Start M: Place: D1	Variation
Handshape: Bloemhand/ S-hand 	Bloemhand
Orientation: palm backwards/ to the left, fingers upwards/ forward	-
Movement: hand moves towards face, handshape changes	-
End M= H: Place: D2	-
Handshape: Open Snavel Spreid	-
Orientation: palm downwards, fingers to the left/ backwards	-


The MH-structure shows mutual variation. Place at the beginning and at the end of KNOP shows mutual variation, this also holds for place at the beginning of LICHT. 

Mutual similarities (consensus)




Comparison consensus and single signs
At the beginning and at the end of KNOP, handshape and orientation are the same as in the single sign. At the beginning of LICHT the handshape in the consensus differs from the handshape in the single sign. The orientation at the beginning of LICHT is the same in the consensus as in the single sign, the movement in LICHT is also the same as in the single sign. At the end of LICHT, place, handshape and orientation are similar. 

Mutual variation
The MH-structure varies among the subjects: Mh+MH, M+M en M+MH. At the beginning and at the end of KNOP, and at the beginning of LICHT, there is mutual variation in place.  

Comparison mutual variation and single signs
KNOP has the MH-structure M, and LICHT MH. The compounds have the following structures: Mh+MH, M+M en M+MH. Two structures agree with the structures of the single signs, except for one repetition in KNOP. For none of the subjects, place at the beginning and at the end of KNOP is the same as the single sign. The beginning of LICHT shows variation in place, and for all subjects this also differs from the single sign.






Table 5.14 gives the compounds which show no variation in the MH-structure, according to the criterion stated in 5.1.1, that more than half of the executions must be identical. The left column gives the compounds, the second column the structure of the single signs, and the next five columns the MH-structures as performed by our five subjects. The bold type indicates a change in the compound in relation to the single signs. It concerns changes in which a segment is deleted, the repetition is lost, or an H(sm) has become an M (or an M an H(sm)). 

	Table 5.14: variation in MH-structures, compounds performed by our subjects






		0 out of 5	2 out of 4	1 out of 4	4 out of 5	4 out of 5	

In 47,8% (11/23*100=47,8) of the compounds mentioned above a change in the MH-structure occurs. 
There are differences among the subjects: subject 1 does not show any changes in the MH-structure of the compounds at all, subjects 4 and 5 show changes in 4 out of 5 compounds. Besides this, there are also differences between how the compounds are treated: in OLIFANT^FEEST 4 out of 5 subjects show deletion of an H, in TOVEREN^BOEK this is 3 out of 5 subjects. In TOVEREN^BOEK Hold Deletion takes place, this will be discussed in paragraph 5.3.5.
	Three instances in Table 5.14 in which a segment is added to a compound (in italics presented in the table) are BAD^KAMER, TOVEREN^BOEK and HELDER^GROEN. BAD in BAD^KAMER, by subject 1, has lost its repetition, but a Hold is added at the end. Subject 1 also adds a Hold at the end of the first Movement of TOVEREN in TOVEREN^BOEK. Subject 3 deletes in HELDER^GROEN the repetition in the second part of the compound, GROEN, but adds a Hold at the beginning and at end of HELDER, and at the end of GROEN.

The remaining compounds BUREN^MAN, BUREN^VROUW, TOVEREN^DRANK, EET^ZAAL, SPEELGOED^KAST, BRANDWEER^MAN, KEUKEN^VLOER and KNOP^LICHT show mutual variation in the MH-structure. These compounds are presented in the table below. The structure of this table is comparable to the structure of the previous table 5.14.

	Table 5.15: change in MH-structures in compounds with mutual variation










Total (deletion of a segment)		1	3	2	4	5	15
Total (loss of repetition)		1		1	1		3
Total (H becomes M or M becomes H)		(1)			(1)		
Total		2 out of 8	3 out of 6	3 out of 6	5 out of 6	5 out of 6	

In two compounds, KEUKEN^VLOER by subject 1 and BRANDWEER^MAN by subject 2, two segments change. In KEUKEN^VLOER, KEUKEN loses repetition and in VLOER a segment is deleted. BRANDWEER in BRANDWEER^MAN, loses repetition and the Hsm in MAN turns into a Movement. For these compounds, both changes count as one change in table 5.15. 
Of the number of compounds with mutual variation, 56% of the cases show a change in the MH-structure (18/32 *100=56). For the compounds without mutual variation, this percentage is slightly lower. Of the total number of compounds, 52,7% (29/55*100=52,7) show a change in the MH-structure. 

In all compounds, the change in the MH-structure occurs more often in the first sign, than in the second sign (34,5% in sign 1, 21,8% in sign 2, and 12,7% in both signs). 
In Table 5.15, there are two instances in which a segment is added to a compound, these are italicized. It concerns SPEELGOED^KAST by subjects 1 and 2; in both cases KAST consists of two Movements.

5.2.2 Similarities between compound members and the single signs 

The table below presents the compounds, and depicts the similarities between the compounds and the single signs. The sum totals (at the end of the table) came about in the following way. 
	The signs are divided into segments M or H; the M-segments consist of a start, a movement, and an end. At the starting point and at the end of each sign in the compound, there are three basic elements: place, handshape and orientation. The fourth basic element, movement, is placed between the start and the end position, after all, it is the movement that makes the difference between the start and the end. Most of the compounds in our research consist of two M-segments, for each compound we describe the basic elements at the start of sign 1, at the end of sign 1, at the start of sign 2, and at the end of sign 2. There are 13 compounds, but as not all compounds consist of two M-segments, the totals in the bottom rows are not always 13. First, this follows from TOVEREN having two movements, the total number of movements is therefore 14, and there are 14 end positions. Second, the signs MAN (2x) and VROUW (1x) do not contain Movements, but Holds with secondary movement, so there is no movement and no end position. 
For each segment of each sign, we indicated the basic elements that are identical in both compound and single sign. For example BAD^KAMER, handshape and orientation are the same for the compound, according to the criterion that more than half of the executions must basic element identical, as for the single sign. 






BAD^KAMER	Handshape, orientation		Place, handshape, orientation		Handshape, orientation		Handshape, orientation
BUREN^MAN	Handshape, orientation		Handshape, orientation		Handshape, orientation		X
BUREN^VROUW	Handshape, orientation	Movement	Orientation		Handshape		x
OLIFANT^FEEST	Place, handshape, orientation		Handshape		Handshape, orientation		Handshape, orientation
TOVEREN^BOEK	M1 handshape		M1 Place, handshape, orientation			M	Handshape
TOVEREN^DRANK	Place		Orientation		Handshape, orientation	M	Handshape, orientation
ETEN^ZAAL	Handshape, orientation		Orientation		Orientation		
HELDER^GROEN			Handshape		Place, handshape, orientation		Place, handshape, orientation




KNOP^LICHT	Handshape, orientation		Handshape, orientation		Orientation	M	Place, handshape, orientation
							
Total place13/50*100=26%	5 van (13)= 5/13*100= 38,5%		4 (14) 28,6%		2 (13) 15,4%		2 (10) 20%
Total handshape34/50*100=68%	10 (13) 76,9%		9 (14) 64,3%		8 (13) 61,5%		7 (10) 70%
Total orientation28/50*100=56%	6 (13) 46,2%		9 (14) 64,3%		8 (13) 61,5%		5 (10) 50%
Total movement5/24*100=20,8%		2 (14) 14,3%				3 (10) 30%	
Total	21/39=53,8%		22/42=52,4%		18/39=46,2%		14/30=46,7%

Most similarities between the compounds and the single signs are found in the handshape (68%). For the other basic elements this is less: place of execution 26%, orientation 56%, and movement 20,8%.
Most similarities between compounds and single signs are found at the beginning of sign 1 in the compound (53,8%). When we consider the three basic elements separately, this holds for place of execution (38,5%) and handshape (76,9%), but not for orientation (46,2%).
The percentages for the different basic elements are as follows: for place of execution, most similarities between compound and single signs are found at the beginning of sign 1, the fewest similarities at the beginning of sign 2. This is the same for handshape, most similarities between compound and single signs are found at the beginning of sign 1, the fewest similarities at the beginning of sign 2. For orientation most similarities occur at the end of sign 1, the fewest at the beginning of the compound. The movements in the first sign bear the least resemblance with the single sign, for both parts of the compound the percentages are low.

5.2.3 Similarities among the compounds

The table below lists similarities between the executions of the compounds. The figures came about in the same way as those in 5.2.2. For example, the place of execution at the beginning of BAD in BAD^KAMER, is the same for more than half of the subjects, and deviates from the single sign. 
	

















KEUKEN^VLOER	Handshape, orientation		Handshape		Place, handshape, orientation	M	Place, handshape, orientation
KNOP^LICHT		M			Handshape		
							
Total place17/50*100= 34%	6 (13) 46,2		3 (14) 21,4		5 (13) 38,5		3 (10) 30
Total handshape8/50*100=16%	2 (13) 15,4		3 (14) 21,4		2 (13) 15,4		1 (10) 10
Total orientation7/50*100=14%	2 (13) 15,4		0 (14) 0		2 (13) 15,4		3 (10) 30
Total movement6/25*100=25%		4 (14) 28,6				2 (10) 20	
Total	10/39=25,6		6/42=14,3		9/39=23,1		7/30=23,3

Most similarities between the compounds are found in the place of execution (34%). The other basic elements show less similarities: movement 25%, handshape 16% and orientation 14%.
Most similarities between the compounds are found at the beginning of sign 1, 25,6%. The fewest similarities are found at the end of sign 1. The highest percentage is for place (46,2%), followed by handshape and orientation (both 15,4%).
















		M2 M	M2 place 				
ETEN^ZAAL		M	Place, handshape		Place, handshape	M	Place, handshape
HELDER^GROEN	Handshape, orientation	M	Place, orientation			Movement	
HOESTEN^DRANK	Orientation	M				M	Place





Total place18/50*100=36%	1 (13) 7,7%		7 (14) 50%		5 (13) 38,5%		5 (10) 50%
Total handshape7/50*100=14%	1 (13) 7,7%		2 (14) 14,3%		2 (13) 15,4%		2 (10) 20%
Total orientation12/50*100=24%	4 (13) 30,8%		5 (14) 35,7%		2 (13) 15,4%		1 (10) 10%
Total movement14/24*100=58,3%		9 (14) 64,3%				5 (10) 50%	
Total	6/39=13,4%		14/42=33,3%		9/39=23,1%		8/30=26,7%

The basic element movement shows the highest percentage of mutual variation (58,3%), next comes place (36%), then orientation (24%), and finally handshape (14%). 
Mutual variation is highest at the end of the first sign (33,3%). The least variation is found at the beginning of the compound (13,4%). In general, the percentages of mutual variation are low.

5.2.5 Similarities and variation side by side

To be able to compare the results as discussed in the last three paragraphs, we have summarized them in the table below. The information originating from tables 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 is presented in columns 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The left column gives the two compound members and the basic elements. 
For example: at the end of sign 1, the basic element ‘place’ is the same in the compound as in the single sign in 28,6% of the cases, in 21, 4% of the executions the place is similar, and 50% of the executions show mutual variation. 

	Table 5.19: similarities and variation, the results summarized




























For each basic element, we take a look at the deviations from the single signs:
1.	place of execution 		34% mutual similarities 
		36% mutual variation 
2.	handshape 			16% mutual similarities
14% mutual variation
3.	orientation 			14% mutual similarities
24% mutual variation
4.	movement 			25% mutual similarities
58% mutual variation
For place, orientation and movement, there is more mutual variation than there are mutual similarities. Handshape and orientation show similarities with the single signs in more than half of the executions, for place of execution and movement the percentages are much lower. 
Then we take a look at the basic elements in the compound: which elements show similarities with the single signs, which elements show mutual similarities, and which show mutual variation. Table 5.20 gives an overview of the similarities and variations in basic elements in the compound. For example, handshape at the beginning of sign 2 (see asterisk) particularly shows similarities with the single sign.  

	Table 5.20: overview of similarities and variation in basic elements
Sign 1 start	
Place	Mutual similarities 










Place	Mutual similarities / Mutual variation









It is remarkable how place of execution deviates from the single sign throughout the compound. Handshape and orientation are similar to the single sign during the compound, and the movement shows mutual variation in both parts of the compound. 
In 5.1 we listed the observations for each compound, in paragraph 5.2 we presented those observations side by side, to be able to make comparisons. In chapter 7, which deals with the interpretation of the results, we will return to this.


6.0 Results morphological and phonological rules

The second subquestion of our research is: do the phonological and morphological rules, as described by Liddell and Johnson, also occur in NGT? To answer this question, we summarize these rules as discussed in chapter 4. We then determine the possible application of each rule to the different compounds of our investigation. If a rule turns out to be applicable to a certain compound, we determine whether or not this rule actually occurs. 

6.1 Single Sequence 

The first morphological rule is the Single Sequence Rule. This rule is responsible for the disappearance of the repetition of an M or an MH, regardless of the position of the identical M’s or MH’s in the compound. It is potentially applicable in the following compounds, because the member signs in isolation have a repeated execution: BAD^KAMER, BRANDWEER^MAN, HELDER^GROEN, HOESTEN^DRANK, SPEELGOED^KAST and KEUKEN^VLOER.
These compounds are given in the table below. The bold part of the compound indicates the possible occurrence of the Single Sequence Rule. In the first column, below the compound concerned, there is an indication of how often a movement is executed (not the number of repetitions!) in the free sign. In the next columns the number of executions for each subject is presented, and below that is an indication of whether this rule (=full deletion of repetition) is applied or not, or only partially (loss of (some) repetition). When a compound is not executed, this is marked with a hyphen. In the final column the totals with accompanying percentages are given. The last two rows give the results for each subject. 
Table 6.1: application of the Single Sequence Rule in NGT by our subjects
	Subject 1	Subject 2	Subject 3	Subject 4	Subject 5	
Compounds						
BAD^KAMERMh(2,5x)	1x	1,5x	1,5x	1x	1,5x	
Deletion of repetition	Yes	No	No	Yes	No	2 subjects; 40% deletion of repetition
Loss of repetition	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes	5 subjects; 100% loss of repetition
BAD^KAMERMh(2x)	2x	3x	1,5x	1x	1x	
Deletion of repetition	No	No	No	Yes	Yes	2 subjects; 40%
Loss of repetition	Yes	No	Yes	Yes	Yes	4 subjects; 80%
						
BRANDWEER^MANMh(1,5)	2x	-	1x	1x	-	
Deletion of repetition	No	-	Yes	Yes	-	2 subjects; 66,7%
Loss of repetition	No 	-	Yes	Yes	-	2 subjects; 66,7%
						
HELDER^GROENMh(2x)	7x	-	1x	1,5x	3x	
Deletion of repetition	No	-	Yes	No	No	1 subject; 25%
Loss of repetition	No	-	Yes	Yes	No	2 subjects; 50%
						
HOESTEN^DRANKMh(2x)	3x	1x	-	1x	1x	
Deletion of repetition	No	Yes	-	Yes	Yes	3 subjects; 75%
Loss of repetition	No 	Yes	-	Yes	Yes	3 subjects; 75%
						
SPEELGOED^KASTMh(2x)	1,5x	2x	1x	-	1,5x	
Deletion of repetition	No	No	Yes	-	No	1 subject; 25%
Loss of repetition	Yes	No 	Yes	-	Yes 	3 subjects;75%
						
KEUKEN^VLOERMh(2,5)	1x	1x	1x	-	-	
Deletion of repetition	Yes	Yes	Yes	-	-	3 subjects;100%
Loss of repetition	Yes	Yes	Yes	-	-	3 subjects; 100%
						
Deletion of repetition	2 out of 7; 28,6%	2 out of 5; 40%	4 out of 6; 66,7%	4 out of 5; 80%	2 out of 5; 40%	
Loss of repetition	4 out of 7; 57,1%	3 out of 5; 60%	6 out of 6; 100%	5 out of 5; 100%	4 out of 5; 80%	

As shown in the table, loss of repetition happens more frequently than deletion of repetition. The Single Sequence Rule is applied in 50% (14/28*100=50), and loss of repetition in 78% (22/28*100=78,6) of the executed compounds. Both deletion and loss of repetition is applied least frequently by subject number one.
In BAD^KAMER, BRANDWEER^MAN, HOESTEN^DRANK, SPEELGOED^KAST and KEUKEN^VLOER, the repetition occurs in the first part of the compound. When we calculate deletion of repetition and loss of repetition for these compounds only, deletion of repetition is 57,9% and loss of repetition 78,9%. BAD^KAMER and HELDER^GROEN has repetition in the second part of the compound. Deletion of repetition is applied in 33,3% of the cases, and loss of repetition in 77,8%. 
	Deletion of repetition occurs more frequently in the first part of the compound, but the difference between the percentages of loss of repetition for the two members is hardly noticeable (78,9% en 77,8%).

6.2 Contacting Hold 

The second morphological rule, the Contacting Hold Rule, operates on the first sign of a compound in which an H with body contact occurs. Everything in the first sign is deleted, only the Hold with body contact stays intact. 
	Unfortunately none of the single signs in our data has an H with body contact, and since presence of an H with body contact is a precondition for possible application of the Contacting Hold Rule, this means there is simply nothing for us to analyse. 

6.3 Weak Hand Anticipation

The third morphological rule is the Weak Hand Anticipation Rule: if the first sign in a compound is single-handed and the second sign two-handed, the first segment of the weak hand of the second sign starts at the beginning of the compound. The only possible occurrence of the Weak Hand Anticipation Rule is in the compound OLIFANTEN^FEEST. 

Table 5.20: application of the Weak Hand Anticipation Rule in NGT by our subjects
	Subject 1	Subject 2	Subject 3	Subject 4	Subject 5	
Compound						
OLIFANTEN^FEEST	No (the weak hand is positioned in front of the abdomen) 	No (the weak hand is positioned in front of the abdomen)	No (the weak hand is positioned in front of the abdomen)	No (the weak hand is positioned in front of the abdomen)	No(the weak hand is positioned in front of the chest)	0 subjects; 0%





Movement Epenthesis is the first phonological rule, it operates on word boundaries between adjacent signs, and is therefore not unique to compounds. A movement is inserted between two signs, to move the hand from the end of a sign to the beginning of the next sign. It is quite unusual for a sign to begin in the same place where the previous sign ended.




Table 6.2: application of Movement Epenthesis in NGT by our subjects
	Subject 1	Subject 2	Subject 3	Subject 4	Subject 5	
Compound						
BAD^KAMER	No	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes	4 subjects; 80% Yes
BUREN^MAN	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes	No	4 subjects; 80% Yes
BUREN^VROUW	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes	No	4 subjects; 80% Yes
OLIFANTEN^FEEST	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes	No	4 subjects; 80% Yes
TOVEREN^BOEK	Yes	No	Yes	Yes	Yes	4 subjects; 80% Yes
TOVEREN^DRANK	Yes	No	Yes	Yes	Yes	4 subjects; 80% Yes
						
EET^ZAAL	Yes	Yes	-	Yes	No	3 subjects; 75% Yes
HELDER^GROEN	Yes	-	No	Yes	Yes	3 subjects; 75% Yes
HOESTEN^DRANK	Yes	No	-	No	No	1 subjects; 25% Yes
SPEELGOED^KAST	No	Yes	Yes	-	Yes	3 subjects; 75% Yes
						
BRANDWEER^MAN	Yes	-	Yes	Yes	-	3 subjects; 100% Yes
KEUKEN^VLOER	No	No	Yes	-	-	1 subjects; 33,3% Yes








Movement Epenthesis occurs in 72,7% (40/55*100=50) of the analysed compounds. The number of applications of this rule in HOESTEN^DRANK and KEUKEN^VLOER is strikingly low, but this is due to the fact that the place of execution of the single signs is similar. If we omit these two signs from consideration, the outcome is considerably higher: Movement Epenthesis is then applied in 79,2% (38/48*100=79,2%) of the cases. Subject number 5 applies Movement Epenthesis least of all, this subject’s 45,5% is far below the average of 72,7%.
This is the only subject who has no Movement Epenthesis in OLIFANT^FEEST, OLIFANT is strongly reduced to a movement ending where FEEST starts. The same holds for ETEN^ZAAL, subject number 5 starts and ends ETEN lower than the single sign, and the second part of the compound starts where ETEN ends.




The second phonological rule that operates at word boundaries in general is Hold Deletion. This means that the H at the end of the first sign is deleted. The hand still follows the original course of the sign, only without the Hold. Hold Deletion is possible in the following compounds: BUREN^MAN, BUREN^VROUW, TOVEREN^BOEK and TOVEREN^DRANK.
	In table 5.17 the MH-segments of the compounds and the single signs are given. On the basis of these data can be deduced in which compounds Hold Deletion has taken place.

Table 6.3: application of Hold Deletion in NGT by our subjects
	Subject 1	Subject 2	Subject 3	Subject 4	Subject 5	
Compound						
BUREN^MANHMH+Hsm	HMH^HsmNo	M^HsmYes	M^MYes	M^HsmYes	M^MYes	4 subjects; 80% 
BUREN^VROUWHMH+Hsm	HMH^HsmNo	M^HsmYes	M^MYes	M^HsmYes	M^MYes	4 subjects; 80%
TOVEREN^BOEKMMH+MH	MHMH^MHNo	MM^MHYes	Mh(2x)MH^M No	MM^MHYes	MM^MHYes	3 subjects; 60%




Hold Deletion is observed in 70% (14/20*100= 70%) of the cases. There are distinct differences between the subjects, subject number one applies Hold Deletion to one out of four compounds, whereas subjects two and four apply this rule to all cases.


6.6 Weak Hand Perseveration

The Weak Hand Perseveration Rule, the last phonological rule, concerns compounds in which sign one is two-handed and sign two is single-handed. During the execution of the second part of the compound, the weak hand remains active and maintains the articulatory configuration of the end of the first part. Application of this rule is possible in the compounds TOVEREN^DRANK, BRANDWEER^MAN and KEUKEN^VLOER. 

Table 6.4: application of the Weak Hand Perseveration Rule in NGT by our subjects
	Subject 1	Subject 2	Subject 3	Subject 4	Subject 5	
Compound						
BRANDWEER^MAN	No(weak hand is positioned in front of the abdomen)	-	Yes(weak hand stays in endposition of BRANDWEER, but moves down slowly)	Yes(weak hand stays in endposition of BRANDWEER)	-	2 subjects; 66,7%
KEUKEN^VLOER	Yes(weak hand stays in endposition of KEUKEN)	Yes(weak hand stays in endposition of KEUKEN)	Yes(weak hand is active, sign seems two-handed)	-	-	3 subjects; 100%




It is observed from the findings in the above table, that Weak Hand Perseveration is applied in NGT. It occurs in 63,6% of the cases, and most frequently in KEUKEN^VLOER. 


7.0 Interpretation of the results

In the previous two chapters we have discussed our observations concerning the compound formation process in NGT, and the rules that might be involved in it. In chapter 5 we have discussed the details of the executions of all compounds by our subjects, in order to clarify the differences between the compounds and the single signs that underlie their members. In chapter 6 we have tried to determine whether the phonological and morphological rules as described by Liddell and Johnson, are potentially applicable to our data, and if so, whether these rules are actually applied. In this chapter we will interpret the results in order to find answers to the subquestions of our investigation.

7.1 Compound versus single signs





As already pointed out in subsection 5.2.1, about half of the 13 compounds in our corpus show a change in their MH-structure. In our data there are just as many compounds in which a change takes place as there are in which the MH-structure stays in tact. The change most frequently occurring is deletion of a segment. 
The changes occur in the first as well as in the second member sign, though more often in sign 1 than in sign 2. Klima and Bellugi’s observation that specifically the first sign in the compound is subject to reduction (subsection 3.2.1) therefore returns in our data. 
The change in MH-structure differs for each subject and each compound. The executions of subject 1 show the fewest changes, the executions of subjects 4 and 5 the most. And some compounds, such as OLIFANT^FEEST, BUREN^MAN and BUREN^VROUW, show more than other compounds. 

7.1.2 Differences and similarities between compound members and single signs

Section 5.2.5 was a summary of the results, giving a survey of the differences and similarities between the (four) basic elements in the compounds and the single signs that serve as their members in compound formation. It turns out that we can learn more about the role of these basic elements by discussing the deviations from the single sign for each basic element separately. 
First, the basic element place of execution: this deviates from the single signs in more than two-thirds of the cases. When the place of execution in the compound deviates from that of the single sign, the percentages mutual variation and mutual similarities are practically the same. 
The basic element movement deviates from the single signs in four-fifths of the cases. The percentage mutual variation is much higher than the mutual similarities, more than half of the executions show variation. The basic elements place of execution and movement both show deviations from the single sign. In both cases these deviations do not seem to be systematic, for there is a lot of variation between the executions of the subjects. For the deviations to be systematic, the executions of the subjects should be similar. 
The basic element handshape in the compound shows many similarities with that of the single signs, and just as few mutual similarities as mutual differences. The same holds for the basic element orientation, particularly the many similarities with the single signs.
From the results above, it seems that: in compounds 
1. two basic elements (place of execution and movement) relatively often deviate from those of the single signs;
2. two basic elements (handshape and orientation) hardly deviate from those of the single signs, and
3. place of execution and movement do not seem to cause systematic deviations from the single signs. 
As a result of these observations, we will make an attempt at why in our data we find this clear distinction between the behaviour of the elements place of execution and movement on the one hand, and handshape and orientation on the other hand. 
Place of execution and movement are basic elements that determine the duration of the compound, and they seem to be interrelated. When the movement changes, for example becomes shorter, this will affect the place of execution before and after the movement. So these two basic elements can be said to be closely linked. They show a lot of variation, and the deviations from the single signs are unsystematic. 
The duration of the compound is affected to a smaller degree by handshape and orientation. Usually the handshapes of the compounds are highly similar to those found in the single signs. Are these basic elements maintained because they have no influence on the duration of the compound, or could there be another reason. Perhaps handshape and orientation are more important for the comprehension of the sign than place of execution and movement are. Perhaps handshape and orientation have a better ability to create difference in meaning between signs than place of execution and movement. In the literature we studied there is no indication of this, but as discussed in chapter 2, it is not entirely clear how, or even if basic elements in sign language distinguish meaning as phonemes do in spoken language (boek (book) vs doek (cloth, canvas, curtain). That is why we certainly do not exclude this possibility. A comment on this however, is the section on morphology in chapter 2, where we saw that in case of incorporation of number in a sign, the handshape changes (figure 2.3 and 2.4), this could imply that the basic element handshape does not (always) create difference in meaning.

Mutually comparing the two members of the compounds in our investigation with respect to the basic elements of their 2 members, it can be noted that sign 1 does not behave very differently from sign 2; there is just slightly more variation at the beginning of sign 2.
At the beginning of the compound, the percentage of similarities with the single sign is highest, and it decreases as the execution of the compound progresses. During the compound, handshape and orientation show more similarities than differences with the single signs, place of execution and movement, on the contrary, show more variation.  


7.2 Liddell and Johnson, the morphological and phonological rules from ASL

This section discusses whether the rules Liddell and Johnson described for ASL  also occur in NGT. The results in chapter 6 underlie our discussion. 

7.2.1 The morphological rules

Single Sequence 
We have approached the Single Sequence Rule in two ways. Strictly speaking, this rule is defined as deletion of repetition, but we have added an interpretation allowing the rule to cover loss of repetition. Loss of repetition occurs more frequently in our data than deletion of repetition. The Single Sequence Rule (deletion of repetition) is applied in half of the executed compounds, and loss of repetition in almost four-fifths of the executed compounds.
Deletion of repetition seems to occur more frequently in sign 1 of the compound, loss of repetition hardly shows any difference between its application in sign 1 and sign 2. Klima and Bellugi’s observation that particularly sign 1 of the compound is subject to reduction, here only holds for deletion of repetition. The percentage of loss of repetition is the same for both parts of the compound. 

Weak Hand Anticipation 
The only compound in which the Weak Hand Anticipation Rule is potentially applicable, is OLIFANT^FEEST, and none of the five subjects apply this rule. From our data it is not evident that this rule occurs in NGT.

7.2.2 The phonological rules

Movement Epenthesis 
Movement Epenthesis is applied in almost 70% of the compounds analysed; the hand simply needs to be moved from the end of sign 1 to the start of sign 2. One of the reasons this rule is not applied in all compounds is, for example, because sign 2 starts in the same place where sign 1 ends (KEUKEN^VLOER). Another possibility is that sign 2 is performed closer to the place of execution of sign 1 in the compound. In our data this only happens sporadically, one example is OLIFANT^FEEST.

Hold Deletion
Hold Deletion is observed in 70% of the cases. The hand makes a flowing movement from the end of sign 1 to sign 2. Remarkable are the differences between the subjects; subject 1 applies Hold Deletion in one out of four compounds, subjects 2 and 4 apply Hold Deletion to all compounds. 

Weak Hand Perseveration 





This final chapter of our thesis contains a review of the research that we reported on. In section 8.1 we discuss several matters that may have influenced the results. In section 8.2 we provide an answer to our research question. In 8.3 we give recommendations for further research.

8.1 Points of discussion 

The seven subjects that participated in our research did not all turn out to meet the most important requirement, namely that NGT be their mother tongue. Three out of seven subjects acquired NGT at a later age (section 4.2). The video material of two of these three was not taken into consideration; the material of the third subject eventually was, as this subject’s level of performance proved to be very high. Later, however, we began to have doubts about the choice we made in this, because the execution of this particular subject (subject 1) regularly deviates from that of the four true native speakers. Exceptional deviations were taken into account in the interpretation of the results. Exeptional differences between the executions of subject 1 and those of the four true native speakers, are taken into account in the interpretation of the results. 
Our subjects originate from different parts of The Netherlands. If our subjects had all been raised in the same part, we might have discovered more similarities between their executions, given that it is likely that the renderings of the compounds and the signs were influenced by the various dialects and their related vocabularies (see section 4.2, for institutional dialects). 
For our research we used compounds originating from the AHaD-tapes, but the question (we can ask with hindsight) is whether this was a good choice of source. In the first place, the narration of a story is not a reflection of spontaneous speech. It seems quite likely, that the performers on the AHaD-tapes practiced beforehand, and that several recordings took place before the final version came about. This could have influenced their speech, in that it is possible, for example, that the execution of a sign is more conscious and possibly prolonged compared to that found in everyday speech, as would occur in spoken language as well. This could have influenced our choice in compounds; a particular compound on AHaD could seem more interesting than in everyday speech.




In this paragraph we will answer our research questions. The answer to our first subquestion (‘are there in NGT any phonological and morphological differences between the execution of a single sign and the way this sign is executed as part of a compound?’) is divided into two parts: in the first part we discuss the phonological differences, in the second part we discuss the morhological differences.
There are phonological differences and similarities between the single sign and its variant used in a compound. Place of execution and movement frequently deviate from the single sign, while handshape and orientation show only a few differences compared with the single sign. 
The compounds deviate from the single signs in certain aspects, particularly the basic elements place of execution and movement. These deviating basic elements particularly show mutual variation, and less mutual similarities. We are not really able to explain this: when there are no deviations from the single sign in the execution of the compound, a compound is ‘simply’ a performance of two single signs. When we do find deviations from the single signs, we hope to find similarities between these deviations, as this might lead to a systematic deviation. Therefore, when several executions of a compound deviate from the single signs, we are more likely to expect a systematic deviation than a large amount of variation. 
It seems that it is not specifically the first or the second member sign in a compound that is subject to change. We found that the basic elements at the beginning of the compound show slightly more similarities to the single sign than the basic elements in the remainder of the compound, but we also found no further differences. 
Then the second part of the first subquestion: the morphological differences. In about half of the cases in our data, the MH-structure changes after compound formation. Therefore we conclude that these changes occur in compound formation in NGT, but that they do not play a dominant role: apparently they can but need not be applied, they are (presumably) 'optional'. 
The first subquestion can be answered with a ‘yes’, there are phonological and morphological differences between the single sign and the way this sign is executed as a member of a compound.

The second subquestion (‘Are these differences similar to those in ASL? In other words, do the phonological and morphological rules, as described by Liddell and Johnson, also occur in NGT?’) is also divided into two parts.
First we consider Liddell and Johnson’s morphological rules (Single Sequence Rule, the Contacting Hold Rule and the Weak Hand Anticipation Rule). For the morphological rules, the only conclusion we can draw is that the Single Sequence Rule (deletion of repetition) is applied in half of the cases, and loss of repetition in three-quarters of the cases.  
The second morphological rule, the Contacting Hold Rule, was not potentially applicable and could therefore not be analysed, the Weak Hand Anticipation Rule simply did not occur in our data. 
Liddell and Johnson’s phonological rules (Hold Deletion, Movement Epenthesis and Weak Hand Assimilation) all occur in our data. Hold Deletion is applied in three-quarters of the analysed compounds, Movement Epenthesis in almost 80%, and Weak Hand Assimilation in more than half of the compounds. 
The second subquestion can partly be answered with a ‘yes’, we have found enough indications of the occurrence of Liddell and Johnson’s phonological rules in NGT. For the morphological rules this is more complicated, the Single Sequence Rule regularly occurs in our data, but we cannot make any inferences about the other morphological rules.
The answer to the central question ‘are the morphological and phonological processes occurring in compound formation in Dutch sign language (NGT) the same as in American Sign Language?’ is as follows. First, it does not appear from our data that all morphological rules formulated by Liddell and Johnson for ASL, apply to NGT. One morphological rule that does occur in NGT is the Single Sequence Rule, this is applied in half of the compounds, loss of repetition is applied in three-quarters of the compounds. 
Second, the phonological rules do occur in NGT, we can therefore only partially answer our research question affirmatively. The question whether the morphological rules from ASL also occur in NGT, can be neither confirmed nor denied. 
Liddell and Johnson regard the phonological rules as non-compound specific, the morphological rules on the other hand, are regarded as rules applied uniquely to compounds. It is not evident from our research that there are specific rules for compound formation in NGT. 

8.3 Recommendations for further research

It is clear that our investigation has provided partial answers to our research questions, but its overall results are far from conclusive. This is not different from what we expected, of course, this being a relatively new 'exploritative' study of its kind. Based on our findings, we can make a number of suggestions for further research. We suggest to investigate the compounds which show phonological and morphological changes in an investigation using more subjects. This way it could become clear if these changes are systematic, and therefore rules of NGT. The same holds for the rules that seem to occur in NGT, a research using more subjects could reveal more about their application.
	Besides this it is important to select compounds in which the rules are potentially applicable. In our data, for example, the Weak Hand Anticipation Rule is potentially applicable in only one compound, OLIFANT^FEEST. Also, the selected compounds should occur in everyday speech, compounds such as KIEP^AUTO and ONTBIJT^LAKEN should therefore not be included. 
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Appendix 1: List of the stories on the video tapes 'Alle Hens aan Dek'

Alle Hens aan Dek 1
Intro			00.35








Alle Hens aan Dek 2
Intro			00.35
Ik wil die!		02.10







Alle Hens aan Dek 3
Intro			00.35
Kikker in de kou	02.05
Dikkertje Dap		10.55










Appendix 2a: Sentences from the stories on the AHaD-tapes, containing the compounds 

1.	De wereld om hem heen was heldergroen.
2.	Dat ding leek niet op een kattenstaart.
3.	Het was geen vogelstaart en ook geen vissenstaart.
4.	Mevrouw Klein ging naar de dierenarts.
5.	Ze sleurde ze allebei naar de badkamer.
6.	Maak vooral het ontbijtlaken niet vuil.
7.	In een telefooncel stond een man die de brandweer opbelde.
8.	Een dappere brandweerman draaide de kraan dicht in Floddertjes’ huis.
9.	Toen kwam de buurvrouw het ontbijtlaken terugbrengen.
10.	Anders gaat het feest niet door, het olifantenfeest.
11.	Morgenochtend begint het.
12.	Hij hoopte dat er een kiepauto in zat.
13.	Mijn toverboek riep de heks.
14.	Verdwijnpoeder en vergeetpoeder, dat maakte ik vroeger geregeld.
15.	Kwaakpoeder heb ik nog nooit gemaakt, dat is zo ingewikkeld.
16.	Ze is een toverdrank aan het maken.
17.	Willem is zeerover.
18.	Willem zit zeeroversliedjes te spelen op zijn harmonica.
19.	Hij sleept zijn grote zeeroverskist naar buiten.
20.	Dit is een schatkaart.
21.	Als je een vlek maakt in je schrijfschrift krijg je een klap en moet je nablijven.
22.	Gniffelend gluurden ze de eetzaal in.
23.	Met soepballen gaat hij voetballen.
24.	Toen hij bij het toetje een stuk pudding liet glibberen, ontstond er een groot puddinggooigevecht.
25.	Toevallig weet ik wel heel veel zei de knop van het licht, want ik ben de knop van het licht.
26.	Al het speelgoed dacht diep na.
27.	Toen kwam de brandweerauto met de echte ladder om de hoek van de blokkendoos.
28.	Hij reed door de donkere gang over de koude keukenvloer tot bij de kraan.
29.	Ik kan het weten want ik ben een hoestdrank.
30.	Hij wil in zijn speelgoedkast klimmen.
31.	Mama gaat naar de stad, naar de vroedvrouw.





































































4. Bent u volledig doof?
0 ja ik ben volledig doof
0 nee ik heb gehoorresten 
Zo nee, kunt u de gehoorresten omschrijven?
______________________________________________________________________

5. Is er doofheid aanwezig bij andere leden van uw familie? (ouders of andere familieleden) 
0 nee 
0 ja




6.	Welke taal/talen werden er vroeger thuis gesproken?
0 gesproken Nederlands
0 Nederlands ondersteund met gebaren
0 Nederlandse gebarentaal




7. Op welke leeftijd kwam u voor het eerst in aanraking met Nederlandse Gebarentaal?
Toen ik … jaar oud was.

8. Waar en hoe kwam u voor het eerst in aanraking met Nederlandse Gebarentaal?
______________________________________________________________________

9. Welk onderwijs heeft u gevolgd?
0 dovenschool
0 anders, namelijk ______________________________________________________________________

10. Als u naar een dovenschool bent geweest, welke was dat?
In _____________________________________________________(plaats invullen)

11. Kunt u kort aangeven welke houding er op deze dovenschool bestond tegenover het gebruik van Nederlandse Gebarentaal?
0 ik mocht altijd NGT gebruiken
0 ik mocht niet altijd NGT gebruiken





12. Geef uzelf een cijfer voor uw vaardigheid in Nederlandse Gebarentaal:
slecht 1 2 3 4 5 uitstekend	 (graag omcirkelen)




















Volledig doof (doof geboren, gehoorresten minimaal bij dragen gehoorapparaat).
Geen doofheid aanwezig bij andere leden van de familie.
Thuistaal: Gesproken Nederlands.
Eerste aanraking met NGT: op 17-jarige leeftijd; Gelderland, groep doven ontmoet. Ervoor: op middelbare SH-school.
Onderwijs: SH-school (geen dovenonderwijs).
Op deze school was een verbod op gebarengebruik.
Beoordeling eigen vaardigheid in NGT: uitstekend (5)
Beoordeling eigen leesvaardigheid in Nederlands: uitstekend, leesnivo: universitair






Geen doofheid aanwezig bij andere leden van de familie.
Thuistalen: Gesproken Nederlands, Nederlands ondersteund met gebaren en Nederlandse gebarentaal.
Eerste aanraking met NGT: op 3-jarige leeftijd; dovenschool.
Onderwijs: dovenschool, Voorburg/Zoetermeer.
Ik mocht altijd NGT gebruiken op deze school.
Beoordeling eigen vaardigheid in NGT: 4






Geen doofheid aanwezig bij andere leden van de familie.
Thuistaal: Nederlands ondersteund met gebaren
Eerste aanraking met NGT: op 3-jarige leeftijd; bij Guyotschool te Groningen. Door contact met andere doven en leraren. Later kwam mijn ouders ook erbij met gebarentaal.
Onderwijs: dovenschool in Groningen.
Ik mocht altijd NGT gebruiken op deze school.
Beoordeling eigen vaardigheid in NGT: 4






Geen doofheid aanwezig bij andere leden van de familie.
Thuistaal: Nederlands ondersteund met gebaren
Eerste aanraking met NGT: op 3-jarige leeftijd; 3-18 jaar onderwijs in NmG gehad, vanaf 19 jaar meer bewust gebruik van NGT
Onderwijs: van 3-12 jaar dovenonderwijs in Amsterdam en van 12-18 jaar slechthorendenschool.
Kleuterklas NmG, Totale Communicatie
Beoordeling eigen vaardigheid in NGT: uitstekend 5





Niet volledig doof, gehoorresten 90-120 dB gehoorverlies, afhankelijk van frequentie.
Situatie van familie moeder doofgeboren en vader slechthorend en nu ouderdomsdoofheid 
Geen doofheid aanwezig bij andere leden van de familie.
Thuistaal: Nederlands ondersteund met gebaren en Nederlandse gebarentaal.
Eerste aanraking met NGT: op 0-jarige leeftijd; thuis dove moeder
Onderwijs: dovenschool in Rotterdam.
Ik mocht altijd NGT gebruiken op deze school. Docenten gebruikten Nederlands ondersteund met gebaren.
Beoordeling eigen vaardigheid in NGT: uitstekend 5











Bad 1-handed, Mh(2,5x), subject 4					2-handed!
Start M: Place: at breast height, contact;  I3	I4	In the middle of the chest; I4	Above the chest; H3	Rh I4	Rh H3, lh H5
Handshape: S	-	-	-	A	-
Orientation: palm backwards, fingers to the left/ upwards	P backwards, fs to the right	-	-	-	Fs upwards/ inwards
Movement: a little up and then down again ( 2,5x)	Down and then up	Up, down, and up again 	Down and then up 	Down and then up 	Rh moves down, up, and down again and stays in that position. Lh moves down and starts kamer
End M: Place: at breast height, contact; I4	End M= H: P: -	-	End M:P: at breast height; H3	-	End M: P: rh H3, lh I5
Handshape: S	-	-	-	A	-
Orientation: palm backwards, fingers to the left	Fs to the right	-	-	-	Lh: P backwards, lh fs to the right, rh fs to the left/ upwards 
Movement Epenthesis	No	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes 
					
Kamer 1-handed, Mh(2x), subject 5					Left-handed
Start M: Place: right in front of the chest; H4	Right in front of the chest; I4	In front of the chest; H3	In front of the left shoulder/ chest; H5	In front of the chest; I3	-
Handshape: 5	B0	-	-	5, with thumb of Hoek-hand	-
Orientation: palm downwards, fingers forward	-	-	Fs to the left	-	Fs to the right
Movement: horizontal circle clockwise	2 circles anticklockwise	3 small circles.	Horizontal circle clockwise, 1,5 x, second half is smaller	2 circles, 2nd is smaller	1¼ circle anticlockwise
End M: Place: in front of the chest; I3	End M= H: P: I5	In front of the right shoulder; H2	Right in front of the chest; H4	In front of the right shoulder; I2	In front of the chest, left; I5
Handshape: 5	-	-	-	5 with thumb of hoek-hand	-
Orientation: palm downwards, fingers forward	-	-	-	-	Fs forward/ to the right 





Buren 1-handed, HMH, subject 4					
H= Start M: Place: in front of the right shoulder; I2	H= Start M: P: in front of the left shoulder; I6	Start M: P: in front of the right shoulder; H2	Start M1: P: in front of the right shoulder; H2	Start M: P: in front of the right shoulder; H2	Rh I3 (and lh I4); in front of the chest, right
Handshape: B0	-	Slightly bent B0	Hoekhand	-	-
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers forward	P to the right	-	-	-	-
Movement: arch-like movement upwards and outwards	Upwards and outwards	A short movement forward and then slightly upwards	Rh forward, to the right and then upwards	-	Outwards and upwards
End M= H: Place: next to the body, breast-high; I1	End M=H: I7	End M: P: In front of the body, at mouth height; E2	End M1: P: at neck height; G1	End M: P: H1	End M: P: H1
Handshape: B0	-	Slightly bent B0	Hoekhand	-	-
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers forward	P to the right	-	-	-	P forward, fs to the right
Movement Epenthesis	Yes	Yes	No	Yes	No
					
Man 1-handed, Hsm, subject 4 and 5					
H: Place: on the right-hand side of the forehead; B2	Above the shoulder; E6	On the right-hand side of the forehead; C2	Start M2: On the right-hand side of the forehead; C2	On the right-hand side of the forehead; C2	Start M: P: H1 
Handshape: Open Snavel	-	-	-	-	B0/ Open Snavel
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers upwards	P downwards/ to the right, fs upwards/ to the right	-	-	-	P forward, fs to the right
Secondary movement: Open Snavel becomes Dichte Snavel	-	Open Snavel becomes Dichte Snavel/ Bloemhand	Movement: downwards/ to the right, handshape changes	-	Movement: hand moves towards face, handshape changes
			End M2: P: above the right shoulder; E2		End M: P: F2
			Hs: Dichte Snavel		Hs: Dichte Snavel
			O: p to the left, fs upwards		O: p to the left/ downwards, fs upwards/ to the left





Buren 1-handed, HMH, subject 4					
H = start M: Place: breast-high; I2	Left in front of the chest; I5	Start M: P: in front of the right shoulder; H2	Start M: P: in front of the right shoulder; H2	Start M: P: next to body at shoulder height; H1	Start M: P: in front of the right shoulder; H2
Handshape: B0	-	-	Relaxed B	Hoekhand	-
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers forward	P to the right, fs forward 	-	-	-	P backwards/ to the left, fs forward/ to the left
Movement: arch-like upwards and outwards	-	-	Upwards and outwards	-	Upwards and outwards
End M= H: Place: in front of the body at breast height; I1	H7	End M: P: H1	End M: P: F1	End M: P: next to  right shoulder; H1	End M: P: G1
Handshape: B0	-	-	Relaxed B	Relaxed B	Relaxed Baby Open Snavel 
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers forward	P to the right, fs forward	-	-	P forward/ to the left, fs forward/ to the right.	Fs forward/ upwards
Movement Epenthesis	Yes	Yes	No	Yes	No 
					
Vrouw 1-handed, Hsm, subject 4					
H: Place: slant in front of the face, at neck height; G2	Slant above left shoulder; G6	M: P: slant above right shoulder; G1	M: P: slant in front of the face, at mouth height; E2	Slant above right shoulder; G1	Start M: P: slant above right shoulder G1
Handshape: Baby Open Snavel	-	-	-	-	Relaxed Baby Open Snavel 
Orientation: palm backwards/ to the left, fingers upwards	P backwards, f to the right	P to the left	P to the left, fs upwards.	P to the left/ upwards, fs upwards/ to the right.	P to the left, fs forward/ upwards
Secondary movement: Open Snavel becomes Dichte Snavel (2x)	2x	3x	Movement: Open Snavel becomes Dichte Snavel (1x)	1x	Movement: towards the face
			End M: P: E2		End M: P: above right shoulder; G2
			Hs: Baby Dichte Snavel		Hs: Baby Dichte Snavel
			O: P to the left, fs upwards.		O: p backwards/ to the left, fs upwards/ to the left





Olifant 1-handed, M, subject 4					
Start M: Place: in front of the right cheek; E3	Left of the chin; F5	-	-	-	-
Handshape: C	-	-	-	-	-
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers upwards	P to the right Fs  upwards/ to the right	-	-	-	-
Movement: arch-like downwards and then forward	Arch-like downwards	Arch-like downwards, ends in front of the chest, handshape changes	Arch-like downwards, then upwards	Arch-like downwards	Arch-like upwards and then downwards
End M: Place: low in front of the stomach; J3	J5	In front of the chest, H3	In front of the chest; H3	In front of the chest; H3	In front of the neck; G3
Handshape: C	-	F	-	-	-
Orientation: palm downwards/ to the left, fingers upwards/ to the left	P to the right, fs forward	P to the left, fs forward	-	P backwards, fs to the left	P to the left/ backwards, fs forward/ to the left 
Movement Epenthesis	Yes 	Yes	Yes	Yes	No
					
Feest 2-handed, MH, subject 5					
Start M: Place: in front of the body, at neck height; rh F3, lh F5	Rh F3, lh F5	Rh E3, lh E5	Hands on both sides of the head; rh E2, lh E6.	Rh D3, lh D5	Rh H3, lh H5
Handshape: F	-	-	-	-	-
Orientation: palms backwards/ inwards, fingers upwards/ inwards	-	Ps forward/ inwards	-	-	Ps downwards/ forward
Movement: arch-like outwards and upwards	Arch-like outwards, downwards, forwards and upwards again	In a straight line outwards	In a straight line outwards 	Downwards and outwards	In a short, straight line outwards 
End M= H: Place: on both sides of the forehead, shoulder width; rh C2, lh C6	Shoulder height and width; rh H1/2, lh H6 	End M: P: in front of the body, shoulder width, neck height; rh G1, lh G6	End M: P: hands on both sides of the body at neck height, next to shoulders; rh E1, lh E7	End M: P: hands on both sides of the body at neck height; rh G2, lh G6	End M: P: above the shoulders; rh G1, lh G6
Handshape: F	-	-	-	-	-
Orientation: palms forward, fingers upwards	Fs upwards/ outwards	-	-	-	-





Toveren 2-handed, MMH, subject 4					
Start M1: Place: hands on both sides of the body, at shoulder height; rh H2, lh H6	In front of the body, shoulder width, at forehead height; rh B1, lh B7	In front of the face, at chin height; rh F3, lh F5	In front of the shoulders; rh G2, lh G6	In front of the shoulders; rh G2, lh G6	In front of the shoulders; rh G2, lh G6
Handshape: E1/O	E1/O	E1/O	E1/O	Relaxed 4-hand (difficult to see)	E1/O
Orientation: palms forward, fingers upwards/ outwards	Ps forward/ inwards, fs upwards	Ps forward/ inwards, fs upwards	Ps forward/ inwards, fs upwards.	Fs upwards	Ps downwards, fs forward
Movement: both hands make half a circle outwards, then both hands move backwards	Both hands make half a circle inwards, then move backwards	¼ circle outwards, hands open, then hands close again  and move backwards	2 small circles backwards	Both hands make a circle inwards	Hands make a small circle upwards/ outwards, then move upwards and make another circle at head height, finally they move backwards
End M1= Start M2: Place: hands on both sides of the head at eye height; rh D2, lh D6	End M1= H= Start M2: -	-	Above shoulders; rh G2, lh G6	-	Neck; rh G3, lh G5 
Handshape: E1	-	O	-	S, not completely closed	-
Orientation: palms forward, fingers upwards	-	-	Ps forward/ inwards	Ps forward/ inwards	-
Movement: hands make a short, forceful movement forward	-	Hands move forward, inwards, hands open again	Hands move forward, downwards and then inwards	Hands make a short, forceful movement forward and downwards	-
End M2= H: Place: in front of the face; rh E3, lh E5	In front of body, shoulder width; rh D2, lh D6	End M2: P: in front of body, at mouth height; rh F3, lh F6	End M2: P: at breast height, rh above lh; rh I3 en lh I4	End M2: P: in front of body, at breast height; rh I3 en lh I5	End M2: P: in front of body, shoulder width, neck height; rh F2 en lh F6
Handshape: Open Snavel Spreid	Open Snavel Spreid /5	Open Snavel Spreid /5	5	5	5
Orientation: palms forward, fingers upwards	Fs upwards and outwards	Ps forward and inwards	Ps downwards, fs rh forward, fs lh forward/ slightly inwards	Ps forward/ downwards, fs upwards/ forward.	-
Movement Epenthesis	Yes	No	Yes 	Yes 	Yes
					
Boek 2-handed, MH, subject 4					
Start M: Place: in front of the chest; H4	In front of face, both hands F4	Neck; rh H3, lh H5	-	-	-
Handshape: B0	-	5	-	-	-
Orientation: palms facing each other, fingers upwards/ forward and make contact	-	Ps facing each other/ downwards, fs upwards/ forward	-	-	Fs upwards and make contact 
Movement: hands turn outwards and away from each other	Hands turn outwards, but stay in contact	-	Hands turn outwards, fingers stay in contact	-	-
End M= H: Place: in front of the chest; rh H2, lh H6	In front of face; rh G3, lh G5	-	End M: P: in front of body; rh H3, lh H4	In front of body, at the stomach; rh I2, lh I6	Rh I1, lh I7 
Handshape: B0	-	5	-	-	-
Orientation: palms upwards, fingers forward	Ps upwards/  backwards, fs forward/ upwards	Fs forward/ outwards	Ps upwards/ backwards, fs forward/ upwards	Fs rh forward, fs lh forward/ slightly inwards	Ps upwards/ backwards, fs forward/ upwards





Toveren 2-handed, MMH, subject 4					
Start M1: Place: hands on both sides of the body, at shoulder height; rh H2, lh H6	-	Hands in front of body, on both sides of the neck; lh G3, rh G5	-	-	-
Handshape: 4-hand	5	W-klauw	Relaxed S	Relaxed S	Relaxed S
Orientation: palms forward, fingers upwards/ outwards	P lh to the right	Ps forward/ inwards, fs upwards	Ps inwards/ upwards	-	Ps downwards, fs forward
Movement: both hands make half a circle outwards, then move backwards	Hands move inwards and backwards. Handshape changes	A small ½ circle	2 circles outwards/ backwards	Hands make half a circle forward/ downwards, then move upwards	Hands make a small circle upwards/ outwards, then move further upwards and outwards
End M1= Start M2: Place: Hands on both sides of the head at eye height; rh D2 en lh D6	End M1= H= Start M2: at mouth height; rh F3, lh F5	Rh E3, lh E5	Hands on both sides of the neck; rh G2, lh H5	In front of the face; rh F3, lh F5	Rh G3, lh H5
Handshape: S	-	E1	Relaxed S	Relaxed S	Relaxed S
Orientation: palms forward, fingers upwards	Ps upwards/ inwards, fs  upwards/ backwards	-	-	-	Ps forward/ downwards, fs inwards/ upwards
Movement: hands make a short, forceful movement forward	-	-	Hands make a short movement forward/ downwards	Hands make a short movement forward/ downwards	Hands move upwards and outwards
End M2 =H: Place: in front of the face; rh E3, lh E5	End M2: P: just above the shoulders; rh G2, lh G6	Rh G3, lh G5	End M2= H: P: in front of the body, between chest and stomach, rh above  lh; both I4	End M2: P: in front of the chest; rh I3, lh I5	End M2= H: P: rh C1, lh C7
Handshape: Open Snavel Spreid	B0, lh spread fingers	5	5	5	5
Orientation: palms forward, fingers upwards	-	-	Ps downwards, fs forward	Rh: p to the left/ forward, fs forwardLh: p forward, fs upwards.	-
Movement Epenthesis	Yes	No	Yes	Yes	Yes
	Right-handed				
Drank 1-handed, M, subject 4					
Start M: Place: in front of the neck; G3	Rh in front of the chest; H3	In front of the chest; H3	In front of the mouth; F3	In front of the neck; H3	In front of the right shoulder; H2
Handshape: C	-	-	C met gespreide fingers	Baby-ops Snavel	-
Orientation: palm to the left/ backwards, fingers to the left/ forward	-	-	P to the left, fs forward/ upwards	-	-
Movement: a tilting movement backwards	Arm moves upwards, towards face, hand makes a tilting movement backwards	-	Hand shakes once	-	-
End M: Place: E3	Above right shoulder; F3	End M= H :P: at the neck, right; G3	F3	F3	End M= H: P: next to face, at the right cheek; D2
Handshape: C	-	-	-	Baby-C	-
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers upwards	P to the left/ forward	-	-	-	P forward






Mh= Movement with repetition
ME= Movement Epenthesis			P(s)= palm(s)
Hsm= Hold with secondary movement		Fs= fingers
P= place					NR= neutral space
Hs= handshape					Lh= left hand









Eten 1-handed, M, subject 4					
Start M: Place: in front of the chin, F4	H: P: -	In front of the neck; F3		In front of the right shoulder; H2	In front of the right shoulder; H2
Handshape: Geld	-	-		-	X2
Orientation: palm backwards, fingers upwards/ to the left	Fs upwards/ to the right	-		-	P to the left, fs upwards/ forward
Movement: 2x a short movement backwards, towards the mouth	No movement	2x movement backwards, towards mouth, 2nd time shorter		Hand moves backwards, towards mouth	Hand moves backwards, towards mouth
End M: P: in front of the chin; F4	x	-		F3	On the right-hand side of the chin; H2
Hand shape: Geld	x	-		-	X2
Orientation: palm backwards, fingers upwards/ to the left	x	-		-	-
Movement Epenthesis	Yes	Yes 		Yes	No 
					
Zaal 1-handed, MH, subject 5					
Start M: Place: in front of the neck; H4	-	Left in front of the neck; G5		On the right-hand side of the neck; H2	In front of the neck; H2
Handshape: 5	B0	B0		-	-
Orientation: palm downwards, fingers to the left	Fs to the right	-		Fs forward	-
Movement: horizontal circle, clockwise	2 horizontal circles, anti-clockwise	-		¾ horizontal circle, anti-clockwise	-
End M= H: Place: I4	End M: in front of left shoulder; H/I 5	Just under right shoulder; H3		End M: P: in front of left shoulder; G6	End M: P: above right shoulder; H2
Hand shape: 5	B0	B0		5/ Hoekhand	V





Helder  2-handed, M, subject 4					
Start M: Place: rh I3, lh I5	In front of the chest; rh H3, lh H5		H= Start M: P: In front of the chest; rh H3 lh H5	In front of the body; rh at forehead height C1, lh at ear height G6	In front of the chest; rh H3, lh H5
Handshape: S	O		5	Bloem	-
Orientation: palms downwards/ inwards, fingers upwards/ inwards	Ps inwards/ forward, fs upwards		Ps backwards/ upwards, fs forward/ upwards	Ps inwards, fs upwards	Ps backwards/ upwards, fs forward/ upwards
Movement: a ¾ circle upwards and outwards, both hands simultaneously	½ circle upwards and outwards		Movement from the elbow	Hands move upwards and then outwards	Hands move upwards/ backwards and then downwards
End M: Place: next to the body, at head height; rh C1, lh C7	Shoulder height and –width; rh H2, lh H6		End M= H: P: in front of the neck; rh G3, lh G5	Above the head at shoulder width, rh A1, lh A7	On both sides of the cheeks, above the shoulders; rh D2, lh D6
Handshape: 5	-		-	-	Relaxed O
Orientation: palms forward/ outwards fingers upwards	Rh: p forward, fingers upward/ outward. Lh: p to the right/ forward, fs forward/ to the left		Ps backwards, fs upwards	Ps downwards/ inwards, fs forward/ inwards	Ps downwards/ inwards, fs upwards/ inwards
Movement Epenthesis	Yes		No	Yes	Yes
					
Groen 2-handed, Mh (2x), subject 4					
Start M: Place: in front of the neck; rh H3, lh H5	-		H= Start M: P: - 	In front of the face at eye height; rh C3, lh C5	-
Handshape: U	-		-	-	-
Orientation: palms downwards, fingers forward/ inwards	-		Palms inwards, fs upwards	-	-
Movement: fingers rh rub lengthwise fingers lh and back	7x!		Fs rh rub lengthwise over fingers lh, beyond the fingertips	+ hands move downwards	+ hands move downwards
End M: Place: rh H3, lh H5; contact	-		End M= H: P: - 	-	-
Handshape: U	-		-	-	-
Orientation: palms downwards, fingers forward/ inwards	-		Ps inwards, fs upwards	-	-





Hoesten 1-handed, Mh(2x), subject 4					
Start M: Place: in front of the mouth; F3	In front of the chin; E4	H: P: -		-	-
Handshape: S	Slightly open S	-		-	-
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers upwards	P to the right/ downwards, fs upwards/ to the right	Fs forward instead of to the left		P backwards/ to the left, fs to the left/ upwards	-
Movement: a ‘coughing’ movement, head moves along	-	Only the head moves a little		-	Small movement upwards, downwards and upwards again
End M: Place: in front of the neck; H4	-	X		-	-
Handshape: S	-	X		-	-
Orientation: palm to the left/ fingers upwards	P to the right, fs upwards	X 		-	-
Movement Epenthesis	Yes	No		No	No
					
Drank  1-handed, M, subject 4					
Start M: Place: in front of the neck; G4	-	-		- 	-
Handshape: C	-	-		-	-
Orientation: palm backwards, fingers to the left	P backwards/ to the right, fs to the right/ forward	P + to the left, fs + forward		-	P + to the left, fs + forward
Movement: a tilting movement backwards	-	-		-	-
End M: Place: G3	Left in front of the neck; G5	End M= H: P: at the right-hand side of the mouth; E3		at the right-hand side of the mouth; E3	Above the right shoulder; G2
Handshape: C	-	-		-	-
Orientation: palm to the left/ backwards, fingers to the left/ forward	P to the right, fs upwards	P to the left, fs upwards		P to the left, fs upwards	P to the left/ forward, fs upwards





Speelgoed 2-handed, Mh(2x), subject 5					
Start M: Place: rh H2, lh H6	-	Rh G3, lh H5	-		-
Handshape: 5	-	B0 with separated fingers	-		-
Orientation:palms upwards/ towards body, fingers upwards/ outwards	Ps inwards, fs forward	Ps backwards, fs outwards	Ps forward, fs upwards		Ps inwards, fs upwards
Movement: 2 circular movements outwards	1 circle outwards, 2nd circle reduced to a movement outwards	Hands rotate forwards	Hands turn backwards/ upwards from the wrist		Both hands make 1,5 circle outwards, downwards, upwards and inwards
End M: Place: rh I2, lh I6	M= H: P: shoulder height and -width; rh H2 en lh H6	Breast height, shoulder width; rh H2 lh H6	End M= H: P: shoulder height and -width; rh G2 en lh G6		Breast height, shoulder width; rh H2 lh H6
Handshape: 5	-	B0 with spread fingers	-		-
Orientation: palms upwards/ towards body, fingers upwards/ outwards	Ps inwards, fs forward/ upwards	Ps backwards, fs upwards/ outwards	Ps inwards/ backwards, fs upwards		Ps upwards, fs forward
Movement Epenthesis	No ME, hands turn inwards from the wrists for kast	Yes 	Yes		Yes
					
Kast 2-handed, MH, subject 4					
Start M: Place: in front of the face, rh E3, lh E5	Start M1: P: in front of the shoulders; rh H2 en lh H6	In front of the body, above the head; rh A2, lh A5	-		In front of the neck/ chest, rh H4, lh H5
Handshape: S	-	B0	Relaxed  Hoek		-
Orientation: palms inwards, fingers forward	Ps downwards , fs forward/ inwards	Ps forward, fs upwards	Ps forward/ inwards, fs upwards/ inwards		Ps backwards, fs inwards
Movement: hands move backwards and away from each other	backwards and away from each other from the wrists	Upwards and outwards, then in a straight line downwards	Upwards and outwards, then in a straight line downwards		Away from each other and upwards
End M= H: Place: on both sides of the head, rh E1, lh E7	End M1= Start M2: P: on both sides of the neck; rh G3, lh G5	End M1= Start M2: P: rh I1, lh I6	Breast height, rh H2, lh H6		End M: P: shoulder width and ear height; rh E2, lh D7
Handshape: S	B0	B0	B0		-
Orientation: palms backwards, fingers towards each other	Ps downwards/ inwards, fs upwards/ inwards	Rh p to the left/ forward, fs forward/ to the right. Lh p to the right, fs forward	Ps inwards, fs forward		Ps inwards fs upwards
	Movement: upwards and outwards up to shoulder width, then downwards	Movement 2: hands move upwards and towards each other, then in a straight line outwards 			
	End M2: P: above shoulders; rh H2, lh H6	End M2 = H: P: rh E3, lh E4			
	Hs: B0	Hs: S			
	O: ps downwards/ inwards, fs upwards/ inwards	O: rh p to the left, fs forward, lh p backwards, fs to the right			









Brandweer 2-handed Mh(1,5x), subject 4					
Start M: Place: right hand at shoulder height, left hand at stomach height and makes contact with elbow of right hand; rh H2, lh J3	In front of body, lh H5, rh I5		Rh H3, lh I3	Rh H1, lh I3	
Handshape: AS	Baby-c		-	-	
Orientation: right hand: palm upwards/ backwards, fingers to the left/ upwards. Left hand: palm backwards, fingers to the right/ downwards	Lh: p to the right, fs forward/ upwards. Rh: fs to the left		Rh: p upwards, fs forward. Lh: p upwards/ to the right, fs forward	Rh: p upwards, fs forward. Lh: p upwards/ to the right, fs forward	
Movement: right hand moves from left to right and again	Lh moves from right to left, twice		Rh moves from right to left and back	Rh moves from right to left and back	
End M: Place: right hand I4, left hand J3	In front of body; lh H5, rh I4		Rh H3, lh I3	Rh H3, lh I3	
Hand shape: AS	Baby-c		-	-	
Orientation: right hand: palm backwards, fingers to the left. Left hand: palm backwards, fingers to the right	Lh: p to the right, fs forward/ upwards. Rh: fs to the left		Ps inwards/ upwards, rh fs forward, lh fs forward/ to the right	Rh: p backwards/ to the left, fs to the left/ upwards. Lh: p backwards, fs to the right/ downwards	
Movement Epenthesis	Yes 		Yes  	Yes	
					
Man 1-handed, Hsm, subject 4 and 5					
H: Place: at the right-hand side of the forehead; B2	Left-hand side; B5		Start M: P: B3	Start M: P: C2	
Handshape: Open Snavel	-		-	-	
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers upwards	P to the right, fs upwards		-	-	
Secondary movement: Open Snavel becomes Dichte Snavel	-		Movement: downwards	Movement: downwards/ outwards	
			End M= H: P: E2	End M: P: above shoulder at eye height; D2	
			Hs: Dichte Snavel	Hs: Dichte Snavel	
			O: p to the left, fs upwards	O: p to the left, fs upwards	






Keuken 2-handed, Mh(2x), subject 5					
Start M: Place: rh I3, lh I5 	-	-	-		
Handshape: 1	1	K	K		
Orientation: palms backwards/ upwards, fingers forward/ upwards	- 	Ps inwards , fs forward/ upwards	Ps inwards , fs forward/ upwards		
Movement: hands move upwards and then downwards, independantly from each other 	-	+ hands move backwards	-		
End M: Place: rh I3, lh H5	-	-	-		
Handshape:  1	1	K	K		
Orientation: palms backwards/ upwards, fingers forward/ upwards	- 	-	Ps towards each other, fs forward/ upwards		
Movement Epenthesis	No 	No	Yes		
					
Vloer 1-handed, MH, subject 5	2-handed	2-handed	2-handed		
Start M: Place: I5	Start M: P: in front of the chest; rh I2, lh I3	Start M: P: at breast height; rh H3, lh H5	Start M: P: at breast height; rh H3, lh H5		
Handshape: 5-hand	Hoek	Hoek	Hoek		
Orientation: palm downwards, fingers to the left	Ps towards each other, fs upwards	Ps towards each other, fs upwards	Ps towards each other, fs upwards		
Movement: a straight line forward/ to the right	Lh moves backwards and a little forwards	Rh moves forward in a straight line	Rh moves forward in a straight line		
End M= H: Place: I1	End M: P: at the right-hand side of the chest; rh I2 en lh I3	End M: P: rh further in front of the lh; rh H3, lh H5	End M: P: rh further in front of the lh; rh H3, lh H5		
Handshape: 5-hand	Hoek	Hoek	Hoek		
Orientation: palm downwards, fingers forward	Ps towards each other, fs upwards	Ps towards each other, fs upwards	Ps towards each other, fs upwards		





Knop: 1-handed, M, subject 4					
Start M: Place: E2	H5			B1	F2
Handshape: AS	A			-	-
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers  forward/ upwards	P to the right, fs forward			-	-
Movement: upwards and then down again	Hand turns to the right, then the thumb moves up and down 2x			Hand makes a bouncy movement upwards, downwards and back again	Hand makes a bouncy movement upwards, downwards and back again
End M: Place: E2	H5			D1	D2
Handshape: AS	A			-	-
Orientation: palm to the left, fingers forward/ upwards	P downwards/ to the right, fs forward/ to the right			-	-
Movement Epenthesis	Yes			Yes	No
					
Licht 1-handed, MH, subject 4					
Start M: Place: D1	B6			A1	D2
Handshape: Bloemhand/ S-hand 	Bloemhand			Bloemhand	-
Orientation: palm backwards/ to the left, fingers upwards/ forward	P backwards/ to the right, fs upwards			-	-
Movement: hand moves towards face, handshape changes	-			-	-
End M= H: Place: D2	B6			-	-
Handshape: Open Snavel Spreid	-			-	Douche-hand
Orientation: palm downwards, fingers to the left/ backwards	P to the right/ downwards, fs upwards/ to the right			-	-
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^1	  These pictures originate from the Effatha Guyot Groep dictionary of signs, published on the website www.effathaguyot.nl  
^2	  Schermer 1991, pp. 98
^3	  Based on Trommelen 1982, pp. 14-50
^4	  Based on handout on compound formation of the course “Linguistics and Sign Language” at Utrecht University
^5	  Based on Schermer 1991, pp. 62-70
^6	  Schermer 1991, pp. 64
^7	  Schermer 1991, pp. 66-68
^8	  Based on Schermer 1991, p. 117-127
^9	 A segment may also contain information on secondary movement, this is movement of the fingers only (repeated wiggling or bending of the fingers).
^10	  Schermer 1991, pp. 41
^11	  Assignment 3, for the course ‘Linguistics and Sign Language’. Information about the current version of this course can be obtained from http://www.let.uu.nl/~Wim.Zonneveld/personal/
^12	  This compound consists of the NGT signs TOVEREN and DRANK. We use the same notation as Liddell and Johnson, in capitals and with a circumflex between the two members of the compound. 
